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Speaker:
'Sex is
not an ,
emergency

HIGH: 57
LOW: 50

□ The safe sex
discussion sponsored
by Womyn for Womyn
adressed many topics
of concern for women.

■ The men's basketball
team heads to Eastern
Michigan Saturday.

■ The women's
basketball team is ready
for the Cougar
shoot-out.

■ The men's swimming
and diving teams are
ready for Eastern
Michigan Invitational.

By mENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS

People at Mark's Pub enjoy a drink Thursday. Below, John Tuylka, a senior psychology major takes a shot.

BATTLE
ofth

This is the third part of a three part series
about binge drinking. The first article gave
an overview of the binge drinking problem.
Yesterday's article looked at how the
University is curbing binge drinking.
Today's article examines the responsibility
bars have to combat excessive drinking.

■ The Shuttle Endeavour
launch was delayed

□ Several local bars said they
will cut students off if they
are drunk.

■ A Texas prison
escapee is thought to
be dead.

■ In Andrews, N.C., an
FBI leader says that
there is no reason to
believe that Rudolf is
gone.
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"For me success has four
parts: Never stop learning,
believe in yourself even
when no one else does,
find a way to make a difference, and eat the heart
of a watermelon.

Harvey B. Mackay

Look for stories,
horoscopes, weather,
crossword puzzles and
more on the updated
BG News website.
Check it out at:
WWW.

bgnews.com
If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

Bars claim responsibility
to curb binge drinking

By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
They baby-sit every Thursday, Friday
and Saturday night.
They say "no more." They say "go
home." They take away car keys.
Some bartenders are weekend baby-sitters.
Bowling Green bartenders said they do
not like to baby-sit college students, but as
the dangers of binge drinking become
more and more publicized, bars have little
choice but to assume a major role in curbing binge drinking.
Binge drinking is defined as five or
more drinks in a row for men and four or
more drinks in a row for women. The
national binge drinking rate is 44 percent,
while BGSU's binge drinking rate is 52
percent.
On a whole, Bowling Green bar owners
and bartenders said they accept the
responsibility they have to help decrease
binge drinking. They also said they realize
the major role they play in promoting
responsible drinking.
Tim Spitler, bartender and owner of
Mark's Pub, said bars, without a doubt, are
responsible for what happens in the bar,
and they are responsible for what students
do after they leave. He said students often
think he is mean when he refuses to serve
a drunken student, yet it is part of his job.
"We have a lot of responsibility," Spitler
said. "We make attempts to curb binge
drinking by cutting people off and limiting
excessive consumption. We care and we
try to jump in and intervene."

Spitler said Mark's makes every
attempt to cut people off who have had too
much to drink. He said he cuts people off
if they are passed out, incoherent, unable
to communicate or stumbling, yet it is hard
to see the warning signs.
"Every night we cut someone off, but it
is hard to moderate how much a person
has had to drink because they often don't
start drinking here — they will come from
parties," Spitler said.
Spitler noted that because students do
not always start drinking at his bar, it
makes the bartenders' job more difficult,
yet he said, "we do the best we can."
Some University faculty and students
disagreed and said local bartenders are not
doing the best they can. Chris Hageman,
Wellness Connection coordinator and codirector of BGSU Binge Drinking and Violence Prevention Program, said she has not
found Bowling Green bars to be very cooperative.
"We have invited bar owners to partake
in committees, yet they have not attended," she said. "I'm not finding that bars are
going above and beyond."
Hageman said bars need to have bartender training and be stricter about serving. She would like to see bars limit their
advertising on campus. She also said curbing binge drinking is a community effort,
which involves the University, city and
local bars.
Terry Rentner, journalism professor and
co-director of the project, agreed. She said
bars are not cooperating with the University attempts to curb binge drinking and a
great deal of responsibilityrests with bars.
Rentner also said bartenders need to be
trained to recognize when students have
had too much to drink.

Birth control methods, tools
for safer sex and other issues
were addressed at a "Safe Sex"
roundtable Thursday. The discussion was sponsored by
Womyn for Womyn.
Leah McGary, a certified family nurse practitioner from the
Center for Choice, led the discussion.
McGray emphasized the
importance of using a birth control method. She suggested
using condoms, birth control, a
female condom, spermicide,
diaphragm or the vaginal contraceptive film.
"It is important to take your
birth control pill at the same time
everyday," she said.
She also addressed the issue
of the expectations men and
women have during intimate
moments.
"Women like to be cuddled,
hugged, touched, kissed and
nurtured," McGray said. The
focus of men is to 'get off."
In addition, she said it is
important that a couple is prepared before having sex.
"Sex is not an emergency," she
said. "It can be planned and
thought out. Don't depend on
your partner to supply condoms,
be prepared yourself."
However, if a situation was to
occur in which no one has a condom, than she suggested cuddling naked.
Oral sex was also discussed.
She said it is possible to catch a
sexually transmitted disease
during oral sex, if a blood vessel
breaks. She said it is wise to use
a condom during oral sex as
well.
McGray addressed the difference purpose for sex between an
adolescent and an adult. Adolescence (14 to 18) have sex for
attachment. Adults (18 to 23)
have sex for pleasure, to have an
orgasm.
"It was helpful," said Becky
Castello, Womyn for Womyn
coordinator. "It was nice to hear
some straight talk about sex
without
preaching or judgments."
Michelle Mezaris, Womyn for
Womyn co-coordinator felt the
discussion was a worthy experience.
"This discussion was a wonderful opportunity to ask questions and receive accurate information," she sad.
Yvonne Singh, the club faculty
adviser said the event was a success.
"The most successful aspect

i See BINGE, page five.
• See SEX, page five.

Processional builds on tradition, brotherhood
□ Alpha Sigma Phi
brothers participate in
the Black Lantern
Processional every
year.
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
At 3 a.m. Sunday 45 fraternity
brothers will dress in black robes

and hats and walk in a single file
line through campus. Each
brother will have his right hand
on the right shoulder of the
brother in front of him. With
each step the brothers will grow
a little bit closer.
The Black Lantern Processional is an Alpha Sigma Phi ritual
held every year on Dec. 6, the
anniversary of the birth of their
fraternity
The Black Lantern Processional started in the mid-1800's at

Yale University to honor brothers who have passed away and
used as a new brother initiation.
Michael Beals, Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity member, said the tradition was restarted last year
because of the symbolism of the
ritual. This tradition is done
throughout the nation.
"It symbolizes unity," he said.
"It strengthens the fraternity and
promotes Greek unity."
Jon Wickline, another Alpha
Sigma Phi member, said he

<

marched last year and it was
unforgettable.
"Being that it is a tradition, it
is exciting to carry on the tradition," Wickline said. "There is a
sense of closeness and unity."
Beals said the fraternity will
begin the procession at the cemetery and walk throughout campus. The procession will then
walk back to their fraternity
house and form the Greek
Omega and read Alpha Sigma
Phi literature.

"II is exciting to do," he said.
"It is a long walk that gives you
time to think about your fraternity"
He also said that the marshal
of the procession wears a white
robe and the rest of the brothers
wear black. He said they wear
black" to mourn the death of
brothers and that they walk in a
certain pattern.
"The march is done in com• See LANTERN, page five.
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LETTER
In the past couple of weeks, a lot of criticism has been leveled at UAO
regarding our handling of bringing in filmaker Spike Lee to speak at BGSU
Most recently , The BG New* has given its frank and critical opinion of our
"mishandling" or Mr. Lee.
Because every person and every organization on campus is obviously
allowed to hold whatever opinion he. she or they may want, we're not writing in order to criticize anyone simply for the opinion he, she or they may
have. Hopefully, we can better explain what has happened and what we plan
to do and thereby allow students and organizations to form their opinions
from this.
More than half a year ago, we had set a date, Oct 15, on which Spike Lee
would come to speak at our University. We dealt with his agency, which is our
traditional procedure, and were assured that Mr. Lee would be here. Unfortunately, as the time drew near it turned out that Mr. Lee had been put between
a rock and a hard place.
He had a scene he needed to reshoot that same day and his option became
losing money on that shoot or risking us suing him by not coming to BGSU
Because he had more to lose financially by not shooting the scene, he chose to
cancel the Oct 15 date. He also chose to let his agent go, at which point we
began dealing with his assistant.
Because in that instance and also in the most recent one, we did not receive
a signed contract from Mr. Lee until a couple weeks before the schedule speaking date both times, we were unable to go forward with the usual publicity
that we would have undertaken. But we felt that student interest in hearing
Mr Lee was so strong that it was worth letting it come down to the last
minute
We don't know if Mr. Lee was truly sick— all we know is what his personal
assistant repeatedly told us such and claims to have at one point called Mr.
Lee directly after speaking with our representatives, making sure that Mr Lee
was unable to attend And once again, unfortunately, that is all we can do as
a student group. We -"an't fly out to New York and check out Mr. Lee's health
We can't provide for an emergency circumstance in case our performer falls ill.
No one at UAO is happy about this. Just as with any other student, we're
all in the midst of preparing for finals and making sure that our classes are finished satisfactorily Last year we held around 200 events during which performers spoke, sang or did comedy, students participated in various outdoor
trips, community service events and Homecoming We try our very best and
we are at least as disappointed as the rest of the Bowling Green community
when something like this doesn't work out.
But what we hope to do now, in moving forward, is to hear from students
as to exactly who they would like to see brought to BGSU because that is our
job to serve students' interests in our daily programming We can stand
around and point fingers and feel sorry for ourselves or we can move forward
and take another shot at bringing in another great speaker like we've been
doing since we've existed as a group.
UAO Board Members

Mythology pitted against Religion
The propaganda machine is
starting; the engines are humming. The Kenner toy factory's
pumping and plastic action figures are squirting out. It's almost
Star Wars time again!
I wrote an article last semester
defending the opinion that the
Star Wars myth was more proper
for our society than that of Christianity. Today, I'm going to
expand that point.
I got a chance to see the preview for the new prequel. Something happened to me in that
movie theatre as the lights went
down and that music (such a
part of our culture) began. 1
remember saying to my mother
that I felt like a new chapter of
the Bible was being written. In a
way, this is true because Star
Wars is the myth of our generation.
I got a lot of angry mail last
time. People said things like,
"Yoda and Luke Skywalker are
mythological characters. ]esus
lived, walked, and died for your
sins-and mine." Guess what
kids, mythology doesn't mean
LIE! Just because something is a
myth, doesn't mean it has no
basis in reality. On the contrary,
a myth must ground the individual to the contemporary society,
the society to nature, and nature,
society and the individual, to the
mystery of being born, growing

old, and eventually dying. Without doing all this, a myth is not
operating correctly.
The three major religions of
today have disqualified themselves and their worships from
any realistic mythological purpose in the coming Millennium.
In order to understand this statement we must examine what a
metaphor is. A metaphor uses
one seemingly incongruous
word to describe another. For
example, instead of saying:
"Arnold jumps high. He jumps
LIKE a grasshopper,"
the
metaphor would be, "Arnold IS a
grasshopper."
The problem with words like
God,
Yahweh,
Jesus,
Mohammed, Moses, etc. is that
they are metaphors that have
historical references but refer to
something transcendent of all
knowledge. So what happens is
we, the ignorant, get stuck with

the historical implications which
become an idealistic point of
worship and the mystery goes
unrecognized. The three major
religions of today have disqualified themselves because they are
killing each other over different
metaphors referring to the same
idea; metaphors that are no
longer relevant to our contemporary society. The metaphors of
Star Wars are relevant.
We live in a mechanical world;
computers, vehicles, and means
of instant communication surround us. The New Testament,
Koran, and Torah do not deal
with these things because they
weren't around when these religions formed. Whereas Star
Wars mythologizes machines
and computers. C-3P0 actually
shows compassion for R2D2
when he gets shot. Lucas has
done an excellent job of personifying the computer and bringing
it into a mythological context,
making it part of humanity.
Another difference is the use
of "The Force." Notice how
ambiguous, yet important it is to
the myth. It is everywhere at
once. "It surrounds us, penetrates us. Life makes it grow."
But the force is neither good nor
evil, it can be used for both.
There is no Zoroastrian divide
between the two, as we see in the
ancient texts of today.

The BG News needs cartoonists! If intersected, e-mail the BG News
at bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu or call the Opinion Dept. at 372-2604.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How much money do you spend in a given week on alcohol?

Corey Conger

IPC
Freshman
"Probably about $20 to $30
a week."

Stacy Aregood
Secondary Ed.
Freshman
I won't spend any more!"

"Anger, hatred, and fear lead
to the Dark Side." Darth Vader is
the man that has become the proprietor of a system, a machineman, a worm. He eventually
finds his humanity, as we must
all do. When Luke begins to kill
his father, out of hatred, the
Emperor tells him that he's
becoming more and more his
slave. Luke desists and only his
father's compassion destroys the
Emperor and saves his son.
The saga is wonderful and the
best part is that no human being
on this planet will kill another
one just because they don't worship the idea of The Force. No
one can confuse these symbols
with historical events in human
history, yet they work to put us
in our place and show us the
dividing line of morality and
what can happen when we give
in to fear and hatred. In other
words, you don't have to kill for
your mythology in order for it to
work!
I am excited about the new
trilogy and hope a new age of
artistic expression is coming
along with a change in thought
about our place in the Universe.
The future might be more exciting than we can possibly imagine!
Comments for Josh Minion can
be sent to jminton@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Larry Waxman
Psychology
Sophomore
•Probably $10."

Jonathan Brenis
Spanish
Senior
"Zero - I'm always working.

Justin Remner
Undecided
Freshman
"$25 to $30 bucks."

X
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ACROSS
1 PLO leader

Have a problem? Need some advice on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at
bgnews@bgnetbgsu.edu.

Wednesday, Dec. 9 from 2 to 3
p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 12 from 2 to
3 p.m., Thursday, Jan21 from 10
to 11 a.m., Monday, Jan. 25 from
10 to 11 a.m. and from 2 to 3
p.m.
For more information contact
Education Abroad at 372-0309.

Dear BG News,
I heard that the University
sponsors programs where students can study in another
country. How can I find out
more about this?

Dear Expecting,
Your grades will be mailed to
your permanent address on Dec.
29 so, you can race your parents
to the mailbox a couple days
after that. If you don't want to
wait for mail delivery, your
grades will be on the WWW on
Dec. 28.

Culture Curious, Pearl
Dear Curious,
The Education Abroad Program
offers you the opportunity to
study in one of 19 countries in
programs sponsored by BGSU
as well as in other countries.
There are travel grants available
to help defray the cost. The
application is available at the
International Programs Office in
1106 Offenhauer West. The
deadline to apply is Jan. 29 for
summer 1999 and the academic
year 1999-2000. There will be
workshops to review the grant
application process in room 103
Offenhauer West on:

Dear BG News,
Do I need to take everything
home from my room over the
break?
Temporary Rez, Compton

Dear Rez,
You need to take what you will
need at home over break. Lock
your room, unplug all appliances, and don't forget to lake

26
30
31
33
34
35

Dear Hoping,
Classes are canceled only if the
Universliy closes. Listen to local
radio or television stations for
an official confirmation of clo-.
sure. If you are a commuter student who will be stuck on campus ovenight due to bad weather, go to the Off-Campus Student Center for assistance with
finding a place to sleep.
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Dear BG News,
How will I know if classes are
canceled due to bad weather?
Hoping for Snow, Founders

U
.

43 August sign
Harvard
Granite block
44 Holden film.
-_ 17"
Employ
Change for a live 45 Rooted
passageway
Fairy-tale monster
Navy worker
Dragster, e.g.
Biddy
August sign
Coup group
Holden film,
"The Maltese
"_17Falcon" co-star
Roofed
Affirmative vote
Harvard
Perforation
Granite block
Healing sign
Employ
Yucatan uncle
Change for a live
Leary's drug
Fairy-tale monster
Actor Wallach
Dragster, e.g.

62 Bom in Bordeaux
63 Draft letters
PAGE THREE is
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University. We
at The BG News
consider it an offbeat page where we
try to offer some-.
thing for everybody.
Opinions expressed
herein art solely
those of our staff.
Have a nice day.

id Youjr
According to the 1997 Bowling Green State
University CORE survey. 91 percent of the students drink alcohol and 81 percent of those
underage drink.

WEBSITE OF THE DAY

Todav s weather
Today

www.checkthisout.net

Saturday

Mostly cloudy
HIGH: 60

CROSS

DOWN
1 Javelin's flight
path
2 Collegiate cheer
3 "Mogambo" star
Gardner
19 Ballplayer Dykstra
20 Treadmill
4 Equip
5 Picnic raider
examination
6 Pekoe and
22 Parody
darjeeling
27 That guy's
7 New Zealand
28 Woods on the
Polynesian
golt course
8 Slender
29 Enticement
31 Splendidly
woodwinds
9 Table supports
3? Itchy rash
10 Stretchy
producer
36 Recognize
11 Assert without
proof
37 Pay a call
12 Locomotive
38 Chase away
42 Predicting
13 Lookout
44 Strut nonchalantly 18 Final degree
21 Malleable metal
48 More pricey
22 Gullible dupes
49 Forest units
23 Drop heavily
50 Leno or North
14
15
16
17

the goldfish!

s

dividers
67 Golly1

7 Sleeper spy
11 Commercial
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Dear BG News,
When will I receive my fall
semester grades?
Expecting, Anderson

w

K

Rain

LOW: 53

HIGH: 63

LOW: 48

Upcoming
Events

"Upcoming Events' is a service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web
page. The calendar or events on the web page has a more complete listing of events and
can be accessed through -www.bg-u.dn

Friday, 12/4/98

Dec. 11. Tues-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.;
Sun. 2-5 p.m. Free.

Teacher Craft Fair (8:30 a.m.
- 6 p.m.)
1st Floor Education Building.
Students will be able to purchase
teacher items such .is pentiIs,
ornaments, and more! These make
great holiday gifts! Sponsored by
the Elementary Education Student
Advisory Board.

Digital Tools and Output
Media (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Ubcr Bryan
Gallery. Fine Arts Center. Opening
non 7-9 p.m., Dec. 4. Show
continues through Feb. 5. TuesS.u 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sun. 2-5 p.m.
Free.

Artists Across the Country
and Around the City (10 a.m.
- 4 p.m.)
Will.ml Wankelman Gallery,
Fine Arts Center. Show opened
Nov. 21 and continues through

UAO Spring Break Information (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer
The Giving Tree (10 a.m. - 4
p.m.)
1st floor Education Building

Sponsored by the Bowling Green
Student Education Association.
The Giving Tree is a collection of
winter items and cash donaiions
for the needy this holiday season.
Please bring your donations to our
table, which may include hats,
gloves and scarves Items will be
donated to the Bowling Green
community. Thank you!
Negotiating Salary & Perks
Workshop (10:30 a.m.)
360 Saddlemiro Student Services Building. Sign up on the Web
through the Career Services homepage
Public Skating (Noon - 2

p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheap skate.
Stress Reduction through
Humor (3 p.m.)
107 Hanna Hall. Looking Foi i
way to let the tension of the week
drift away? Come to Stress Relief
through I lumor at the Women's
Center ... no aerobics required, no
complicated routines to learn, no
special equipment needed .. jusl
BYOF (Bring Your own Funny) cartoons, jokes, video dips, stories.
Remember - A laugh a day keeps
the stress down to a minimum
Black Student Union Ban-

quet (7 - 10 p.m.)
Community Suite.
Women's Basketball at Washington State (7:30 p.m.)
Pullman, Wash. The Falcons
take on the host school in the WSU
Tournament, with Colorado facing
American in the first game of the
tourney. Tipoff for the BGSU-WSU
game is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Pacific Time.

MFA Reading (7:30 p.m.)
Prout Chapel. Fiction writer
Jennifer Brown and poet I
Wright read from their works. Free
and open to the public.

UAO Movie "Wild Things" (8

p.m.)
Ill Olscamp Hall. Tickets are $2
each and can be bursared. Open to
all BGSU students, faculty, and
staff. For more information, contact Clayton Tinney at the UAO
office at 419/372-2343.
Holiday Concert with A Cappella Choir and University
Women's Chorus (8 p.m.)
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musi
cal Arts Center. The annual Holiday Concert featuring performances by the A Capella Choir and
Women's Chorus, directed by
Edward Maclary. Free and open to
the public.

TV GUIDE SECTION (SEE PG. 12 FOR SAT. & SUN. LISTINGS)
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The BG News is looking for a few highly
motivated individuals who are seeking meaningful
sales/business experience
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orld & JN ation
Eye on
news
■JOB LOSSES^^""""^^^^^^"
Health care giant Johnson & Johnson to
cut work force by 4,100
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. (AP) — Health care giant Johnson &
Johnson is eliminating 4,100 jobs, or 4 percent of Us work force, in a
bid to belter compete in the drug business and free up dollars to
spend on research and development.
The cuts will be made over the next 18 months by closing 36 of the
company's 158 manufacturing plants, Johnson & Johnson
announced late Thursday.
About 2,500 of the job cuts will be in the United States, with the
remaining 1,600 in 20 countries throughout the world.
The cuts will mainly occur at manufacturing and operations facilities whose work is being transferred to other existing facilities. The
New Brunswick-based company is the world's biggest maker of
health care products.
Johnson & Johnson will take a one- time after tax charge of
approximately $800 million against fourth-quarter earnings to
account for costs of its planned reconfiguration, as well as for writing off research and development projects associated with the recent
acquisition of DePuy, Inc., a maker of orthopedics products.
The announcement was made after stock markets had closed.

IBOMBING SUSPECT!
FBI task force leader says no reason to
believe Rudolph is gone
ANDREWS, N.C. (AP) — Credible signs exist to show bombing
suspect Eric Rudolph is still hiding out in the North Carolina mountains, a leader of an FBI lask force said Thursday.
Terry Turchie of the Southeast Bomb Task Force said there are
many reports of suspicious activities in the search area, which is
more than a half-million acres of forest land.
"These activities include prowlers, barking dogs at unusual hours
of the night, often for many nights in a row, missing food, and even
some reports of strangers," he said. "We believe some of these
reports are credible as they relate to Eric Rudolph."
About 200 searchers continue looking for Rudolph, 32, an experienced outdoorsman. He has been a fugitive since the Jan. 29 bombing of a Birmingham, Ala., abortion clinic thai killed an off-duty
policeman and severely wounded a nurse.
He has since been charged in that bombing and in three Atlanta
attacks, including Ihe 1996 Olympic Park bombing that killed one
person.

Bobby Brown turns himself into
authorities again
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — Bobby Brown turned himself
in Thursday on an arrest warrant issued after a report that he was
drunk when he surrendered in September to serve time for drunken
driving.
An upset judge released Brown on $2,500 bail, but said he was losing patience.
"I'm no longer inclined to give him any more consideration and to
treat him any differently than any other defendant that walks
through these courthouse doors," Judge Leonard Feiner said.
The Miami Herald had reported the singer was drunk and told a
probation officer that he had smoked marijuana on Sept. 28 when he
turned himself in to begin serving a five-day sentence for drunken
driving.
As Brown left the courthouse, he apologized for his actions and
told reporters that he wanted to enjoy a sober life.
"I'm making efforts to clean up my record," he said. "I'm sorry for
the disrespect I caused anybody."
The 31-year-old husband of Whitney Houston was arrested in
1996 after he lost control of his Porsche and struck a sign. His bloodalcohol level was almost three times the legal limit.
He served five days in the Broward County Jail and then checked
himself into a drug treatment center in Minnesota.

Mr.:;

Christmas
Shopping
Express

Two busses will pick up students at Founders,
Conklin, Kreischer, and Mac and shuttle them to:

Shuttles Depart every

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. A loud, flashing alarm went off
in the cockpit of space shuttle
Endeavour with just 4 1/2 minutes to go in the countdown
Thursday, forcing the postponement of NASA's first space station construction flight.
The launch team began fueling the shuttle later in the day
for another try early Friday,
though rain and cloudy skies
were possible.
NASA has only five minutes
or less each day to launch
Endeavour in order to meet up
with the first space station part,
which was put in orbit two
weeks ago by the Russians. The
shuttle contains the second station component.
The master alarm blared and
red lights flashed just before the
shuttle was to lift off around 4
a.m. Thursday. By the lime controllers traced the problem to a
momentary drop in hydraulic
pressure and decided to press
ahead, it was too late — they
had missed the cutoff by a second or two.
"Sure, it's frustrating," said
Bill Readdy, shuttle program
director and a veteran shuttle
commander. "But we do things
right. We do things by the book,
and we're not going to cut any

Associated Press Photo

NASA Administrafor Dan Goldin, right, and astronaut Michael E. Lopez-Alegria react as the
launch of the Space Shuttle Endeavour is scrubbed Thursday at Kennedy Space Center, Fla.
corners even if il means jusl
shaving a second or two."
The six astronauts crawled
out of Ihe shuttle, and two threw
up their hands. Commander
Robert Cabana held up his
thumb and index finger a halfinch apart: "We were that close."
The problem was confined to
one of Endeavour's three
hydraulic pressure units. The
pressure dropped just long
enough to trigger Ihe alarm, evidently because of a sensitive
switch, then returned to normal.
NASA engineers spent the day
examining the problem, but
found nothing wrong with any

of the systems and were confident it would not reoccur.
Endeavour's flight is already
a year late because of a cash
crunch in Russia, one of NASA's
partners in building Ihe international space station. The one-day
delay
cost
NASA
about
5600,000, mostly in fuel and
overtime pay.
Aboard Endeavour is an
American-made connecting passageway named Unity. The
astronauts will use Ihe shuttle
robot arm to capture the Russian
space station piece and attach il
to Unily. Then, two spacewalk-

Prison escapee

ers will hook up all the electrical
connections and cables between
the two cylinders, and attach
handrails and tools for future
crews.
Until the alarm sounded, il
looked as though the weather
would be Ihe only problem. Rain
and clouds moved in from Ihe
Atlantic 1 1/2 hours before
liftoff, but drifted away with
minutes to spare.
Secretary of Stale Madeleine
Albright and other dignitaries
from around the world had
gathered in the drizzle to see
Endeavour and its crew off.

to be dead

□ Authorities say a body was
found near a prison that
resembles an escaped killer.

Gurule, 29, was among seven condemned
killers who tried to break out of the Ellis Unit
15 miles northeast of Huntsville late Thanksgiving nighl.

The Associated Press
HUNTSVILLE, Texas — A body was
found floating in a river Thursday and
prison officials said it resembled a killer who
escaped from death row on Thanksgiving.
There was no confirmation that the body
was that of Martin Gurule. The body was
beneath a bridge on the Trinity River, about
four miles from Ihe prison unit that houses
death row, said Texas prison spokesman
Larry Todd.
It was found about 5:30 p.m. by two offduty correctional officers who were fishing,
Associated Press Photo
Todd said. He said the man bore a resem- Martin Gurule was the first man to flee
blance to the escapee and wore "inmate-style Texas' death row since a member of Bonnie and Clyde gang escaped In 1934.
shoes and inmate clothing."

Tracking dogs lost Gurule's scent on a
road near the prison. A massive search that
focused on the area immediately surrounding Ihe prison failed to turn up any leads,
and authorities on Thursday posted a 55,000
reward for Gurule's capture.
The work project, where inmates make
cloth goods for the corrections system, has
been suspended by prison administrators.
The reward was offered through Ihe governor's office and Gov. George W. Bush
demanded answers Gurule was able to
escape.
"I'm upset about it," said Bush, who jusl
relumed from a Middle East trip. "I've asked
the Texas Rangers to step in and answer the
question for me and for Texas."
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□ An alarm in the
cockpit nixes the
shuttle launch at the
last minute.
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LANTERN

Report shows growing gap
in ability to attend college

Continued from page one.

plete silence and brothers reflect
upon the past and the future," he
said.
Beals said the procession can
look intimidating to students
and community members, yet he
said this is not a march against
anything.
"This is in no way to scare or
make people offended," he said.
"It is just to signify that this is
our day. We are just celebrating
our birthday."
Beals said they have encountered a few taunts last year, but
he said they notified the community about what they are doing
in order to avoid problems.
Richard Gullufsen, University
information officer, said he does
not foresee any problems with
the processional.
"It is a fraternity tradition and The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi
I have no anticipation about a Lantern March.
tradition," he said.
Wickline said it is a positive sens,- oi brotherhood.
tradition that can give the
Beals added that they are the
younger brothers a chance to only Greek organization who
experience a meaningful ritual. has such a tradition and it makes
He said it will give them a real them unique.

□ Ohio is investing
less in higher
education.
The Associated Press

Photo Provided
march in fheir traditional Black

"We are doing something special

for

ourselves,

but

we

encourage people to come out

COLUMBUS
Poorer
Ohioans will have a tougher
time succeeding because of less
state investment in higher education, a national education policy analyst warned on Thursday.
"People who are more educated live better lives by nearly
every measure available," said
Tom Mortenson, editor and publisher of "Postsecondary Education Opportunity."
But Mortenson, who spoke at
a conference organized by the
Ohio Tuition Trust Authority,
said government has been cutting back its subsidy of higher
education over the past two
decades.
Gains made in the 1970s to
make college education more
affordable have disappeared, he
said.
Mortenson's study of census

data says that a student whose
parents are in the lop 25 percent
family income bracket is about
10 times as likely to earn a bachelor's degree than a student
from the bottom 25 percent.
In 1970, the gap was six times.
By 1980, it had closed to the
point where students from the
wealthiest families were four
times as likely to earn a degree.
The bottom line: children
from poor families will stay poor
as the path to good-paying jobs
increasingly includes the need
for college, he said.
"We're going to end up with a
lot of haves and have-nots in this
country and in Ohio," predicted
Barbara Jennings, executive
director of the Tuition Trust,
which allows Ohioans to prepay
for college education while their
children are still young.
Matt Fillipic, vice chancellor
of the Ohio Board of Regents,
said the problem is worse in
Ohio than across the country.
The gap between the percentage
of Ohioans attending college and
the national average has been

growing since 1940, Fillipic said
That's largely because in the
postwar years, there were plenty
of high-paying, low-skill jobs in
the steel, rubber and auto industries in Ohio, Fillipic said.
"Higher education was perceived as a luxury," he said.
Now that most of those manufacturing jobs are gone, an education beyond high school is.
essential, Mortenson said. Yet
state lawmakers have started,
focusing on prisons, Medicaid
and tax cuts
The Board of Regents, which
oversees Ohio's publicly supported colleges and universities,
hopes to start turning that
around next year when Gov.elect Bob Taft and the Legislature
put together the next state bud-.
get, Fillipic said.
The board's budget recommendations for the next two
school years includes a nearly
$400 million increase in student
financial aid programs, as well
as more money for other programs to increase access to college.

and watch," he said.

BINGE
Continued from page one.
Kiplyn Lorenzen, a freshman
undecided major, also said bars
are not doing all they can to cut
people off.
"I drive my brother and his
friends to a local Bowling Green
bar every weekend and they just
sit there and gel drunk," she
said. "The bartenders know
them by name and make no
attempt to limit their alcohol
intake."
A manager/bartender at
BW.Vs said their job is more difficult than people think. BW.Vs
said they have the difficult job of
watching over 500 people with
relatively little backup. At BW.Vs
three bartenders usually manage
all of the customers.
"It is hard to baby-sit customers," she said. "Bartenders
have to access a lot."
BW3's said they cut people off
if they are drunk or incapable of
talking or walking. They said it
can be hard to determine when
someone is drunk because some
people are good actors and can
fool the bartenders.
BW3's said its bar is unlike
other bars in Bowling Green. She
said they have more expensive
beer and do not advertise cheap
beer because they want to attract
responsible drinkers, not students who are going to drink to
get drunk.
Spitler said Mark's does not

try to advertise excessive consumption of alcohol and they do
not have alcohol specials, lie
said they do have "date nights"
and other promotions to get people to the bars, yet they do not
try to encourage binge drinking.
Generally, he said students do
not come to the bars to get drunk
though. He said there are only a
small amount of people who
come to his bar with the sole
intent to get drunk. I le said bartenders hear students talk about
getting drunk and will cut off
students who are dangers to
themselves or others.
Yet Spitlef said the only time
he really sees •-indents coming in
to get drunk is on Iheir 21st
birthday. He said bartenders
realize this and only lei the
drinking go so tar.
One bartender disagreed,
though. James Blackenship, a
former Easy Street C ale bartender, is a University student
and said he does not feel responsible for controlling binge drinking. He said students are the
ones to be held responsible for
their actions.
"I guess I don't feel that
responsible," Blackenship said
"I don't have the right to stop
them from drinking."
He said he would serve pen
pie as long as they are walking
and talking. If a person has
passed out or is sleeping at the
bar counter, he does not serve

them, yet generally he serves
people — as long as they are
standing.
II is not my responsibility,"
he said. "They are going to drink
whether they come to the bar or
not. People should be able to
drink as mm h as ihey want."
When Blackenship worked at
Easy Street Cafe he would let
customers get drunk and if Ihey
became too rowdy they would
be asked to leave the bar. I le also
said he sen es water to people he
thinks cannot handle another
drink.
Another local bat. The ( ollege

Station, lias a different attitude
Inward binge drinking
leannie Wheeler, a College
Station manager and bartender,
said bars have a responsibility to
curb binge drinking and her bar
make- every attempt to do so.
She said they like students to
drink, but do not promote binge
drinking.
"We aren't just here for the
dollar," Wheeler said. "We don't
want anyone to injure themselves or someone else.'
Wheeler said if a student is
drunk, the College Station will
look lor friends to drive the
drunk person home or Ihey will
even drive them home themselves She also said the College
Station does not go out of ils waj
to promote drink specials or
happy hours.
"We promote having fun,"

The bar owners agreed. They "
said their bartenders are responsible and are trained to recognize
when to stop serving. Spitler
said he will serve water to a person, instead of a beer, if they are
Tim Spitler drunk. He also said he will tell
ouncr. Mark's Pub students to "slow down" if they
are consuming excessive alcohol.
He also said despite the role
drink. He said there are also
bouncers walking the floor to the bars are trying to play in
make sure no one else is getting curbing binge drinking, barout of line or drinking too much. tenders are calling on everyone
Despite the responsibility to take responsibility to help
bars claim. University students reduce binge drinking.
said bars are not solely responsiBars are not the only organible for curbing binge drinking.
zations
that must take responsiSeveral students agreed with
Blackenship and said students bility for binge drinking, parents,
should be responsible for them- must also play a role, Spitler.
selves.
said. He said parents do not
"The only responsibility they
want to know what their kids are
(bars) have is to take the keys if a
person has had too much to doing at his bar.
"Parents do not know what
drink and call a taxi," Kim Miles,
sophomore IPC major, said. their kids are doing," he said,
"People are responsible for "They need to open their eyes."
themselves."
Spitler said curbing binge
Holli Engle, a freshman nursing major, agreed. She said a per- drinking starts at home and the
son should have the self-control problem must be addressed
to moderate his/her drinking.
before students get to college.
Ron Lewandowski, a junior "The responsibility to curb binge
secondary education major, said
drinking is up to students, sociindividuals should control how
ety and parents," Spitler said.
much they drink.
"Bartenders are doing their "People need to make sure they
job well," he said.
are raising their kids right."

"The responsibility to curb binge drinking
is up to students, society and parents.
People need to make sure they are raising
their kids right."

Wheeler said. "We like you to
drink, but we want to ensure
safety. We try to make people
drink responsibly. Everyone
(bartenders) is cautious. No one
wants anything bad to happen."
Uptown-Downtown manager
Jeff Hobbie agreed. He said his
bar does not try to serve people
to the point of drunkenness and
if a customer gets out of hand
they are escorted out. He also
said Uptown does not lei students in the bar if Ihey are
already drunk.
"If we the bartenders see
someone who is obnoxious, we
just don't serve them," Hobbie
said. "We try to cut them off
before they even come in, il they
are drunk."
Spitler said Mark's helps the
binge drinking problem by making sure no one underage is
drinking in the bar. He said
Mark's Pub bartenders always
check ID'S and put wristbands
on students who can legal h

SEXContinued from page one.

was the discussion among a
multi-racial, multi-generational
group of women. Our presenter
was so well informed and acces-

sible. Regardless of our ages,
experiences and education-levels. We all had questions that we
felt comfortable asking and got
good information," she said.
In closing, McGray give her

advice to students in sexual relationships
"Talk about it [sex] before it
happens, what type of birth con-
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Hoops to
face EMU
a one-point loss to Boise State.
"They're in a must-win situation," Stacey said. "We have to
go out there and take them seriously."
The Falcons' first two games
of the year came down to the last
five seconds.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
Inexperience could be part of
The BG News
the reason the Eagles are winless
The Bowling Green men's this year. None of the starting
basketball learn will be sick of five are seniors. And of the five,
seeing green and while after Sat- only one player, sophomore
guard Avin Howard, is a letterurday.
After a disappointing loss to winner.
But, the Eagles do have size
Ohio in their first Mid-American
Conference game, the Falcons underneath the basket. Sophoface another green and white more 6-7 Radney Tyson, junior 6color scheme — Eastern Michi- 6 Craig Erquhart and freshman
6-7 Calvin Warner will challenge
gan at Ypsilanti, Mich.
The matchup with the Eagles BG in the paint.
The Falcons must not let the
is important for BG. Not only is
it their second road game of the Eagles' inside players become
year, but it's their second MAC too physical. Ohio used its size
to force BG into taking bad shots.
game.
"Especially with our slow As a result, BG committed more
start, this is a big game," said fouls, putting Ohio on the freejunior forward Anthony Stacey. throw line.
BG knows, the offense will
"We want to get back on track."
BG (2-2 overall, 0-1 Mid- have to produce baskets. The
American Conference) does not Falcons succeeded in only 18 of
face another MAC team until a 45 field goal attempts against the
Dec. 21 home contest against Bobcats for a .400 percentage.
There are times when you've
Western Michigan. EMU is 0-3
overall and 0-1 in the MAC after just got to make it," coach Dan
losing to Akron 72-54 Wednes- Dakich said after the Ohio loss.
day night.
"Missing it in and out, shooting
EMU, like BG, has had its it pretty with nice form and sayshare of close games. The Eagles' ing 'Boy, 1 really tried,' is great.
other losses include an overtime But the difference between wingame against Colorado State and ning and losing is making it."

Falcons
head
North

_J The Falcons will
battle another team in
green and white
Saturday.

IJ The men's
swimming and diving
team is preparing for
the Eastern Michigan
Invitational.
By G. MICHAEL
GRAHAM
The BC News
They may not say it out loud,
but the men's swimming and
diving team is probably thinking
this famous Martin Luther King
line, "I have a dream."
That dream is to one day be
competitive with Eastern Michigan on a yearly basis. Saturday,
the Falcons (1-4) have another
chance to measure themselves
against the Eagles in the Eastern
Michigan Invitational.

Photo Provided

Tony Reid goes up for a rebound. He and the Falcons battle Eastern Michigan Saturday.

BG hoops goes west

□ The BG women's
basketball team travels
to Washington State
for two games this
weekend.
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News

BG's Liz Harris goes up tor a jumper in a contest earlier this year.

Six days ago the Bowling
Green women's basketball team
was in Seton Hall, New Jersey
playing the second of two games
on back-to-back days.
Today, they are in Pullman,
Wash, for the first of another two
games against relatively unfamiliar competition.
That is a short turnaround
time and a long way to travel for
four games.
The Falcons will open the
Cougar Shootout against the
home team at 7:30 tonight and
play either Colorado or Ameri-

can tomorrow.
BG is 3-2 overall and looking
for its first In-season tournament title in ten years.
WSU and BG have met only
once in the past with the Falcons coming out on top 83-73
on the road. That result will
have no bearing on this year's
contest as most of the players
on each team were In elementary school at the time. It has
been ten years since the
Cougars hosted the Falcons.
BG
sophomore
forward/guard Yolanda Holt
said the team is still learning
the new style of coach Deanne
Knoblauch.
"The team Is coming along
and adjusting well to the new
system," she said. "Going into
this tournament, we want to be
positive and try to pick up
some wins."
The Cougars were 12-15 last
year and 6-12 in the Pac 10.

Coach Harold Rhodes has 12
returning letterwinners on a
team dominated by sophomores. They start one senior. 6'
center Sheri Quinton. one
junior.
5'9 guard Cathy
McNeely and three sophomores. Sophomore Tricla Lamb
leads the Cougars In scoring.
BG alum Jackie (Motycka)
Mossing still holds the record
for most points in a game in the
tournament. She scored 35
points against the Cougars to
tie the record set in 1986. The
Falcons also set the record for
team offensive rebounds in a
game that same year when they
pulled down 28 In the first
round against Baylor.
WSU is 3-0 this season,
averaging 92 points per contest. They have won the last
three shootouts and six of the
last seven.
American is 4-0 this season
and Colorado is 3-2.

"It's a good opportunity to get
into their pool and get a feel for
when it really counts (MidAmerican Conference Championships in March)," senior diver
Jeff Allen said. "We have taken
steps toward that (contending for
the MAC title). We're mostly
freshmen this year. Most of them
have a commitment to this program."
Coach Randy Julian said Eastern's pool is a well-liked pool. He
mentioned the Michigan state
swimming and diving championships are held in Ypsilanti.
"It's a great and fast pool,"
Julian said. "We swam well in a
dual meet up there last year. The
kids like it. It's very much
designed like ours."
In the earlier match. Eastern
flew down US 23 and 1-75 to post
a 149-88 win at Cooper Pool. One
of the Eagles' top swimmers is
Mark Leonard — an NCAA AilAmerican last season.
Aside from the Eagles, BG will
swim and dive with Appalachian
State, Ashland, Oakland, Denison and Michigan. The Wolverines have produced some of the
lop swimmers and divers in the
country, including Tom Dolan.
Denison is among the perennial
Division III powers, while Oakland was a force in Division II. It
is in Division I this year.

Hockey prepares for Michigan
IHOCKEY
BG

By DIANA EDELMAN

(6-6-1.5-5 I CCHA)

vs.—

Michigan
(9-2-2. 7 1-1 CCHA)
Saturday
BGSU Ice Arena

WBGU88.1
6:30 airtime
Scott Szuch
Dave Crane
Game starts 7 p.m.

I

□ The Falcons hope
their streak continues
into the weekend.

\

The BG News
Time off can be a good thing.
After Bowling Green had a
weekend of games Nov. 20-21, it
came back strong over Thanksgiving, taking four points on the
weekend against Miami and
Northern Michigan.
. The past weekend BG introduced a new forecheck and a
new attitude, according to junior
Mike Jones, who was also named
Central Collegiate Hockey Association Defensive Player of the
Week
Tomorrow will be the test for
BG as it takes on Michigan.
BG fell to Michigan 5-2 Oct. 30

after coming out strong for two
periods. The key to defeating the
Wolverines this weekend will be
playing tough the whole game.
"Last time we went up to An*
Arbor, we played real tough for
about 40 minutes," Jones said.
"The last period got away from
us. I think we are going to concentrate hard on playing real
intense, real focused."
A lot has changed for the team
since it last faced off against the
maize and blue.
In the past, the Falcons'
demise has been not being able
to finish. After a three-game winless streak, Friday and Saturday
showed the problem may no
longer be an issue.
"We are a young team," coach
Buddy Powers said. "We are
headed back up the mountain
now."

But even while the team is
heading back up the CCHA
1

standings, this weekend will be a
major obstacle. The stands are
expected to be full, and the game
is expected to be uptempo and
one that goes down in the books.
Michigan is second in the
CCHA standings with 15 points
(9-2-2) behind Ferris State (9-32). Last weekend, the Wolverines
split their nonconference games
with a win against Minnesota
and a tie against Wisconsin.
In net for Michigan tomorrow
will be rookie Josh Blackburn,
who has a 1.81 goals-against
average and a .917 save percentage.
Michigan plays at Miami
tonight, having only played
three road conference games
thus far, before heading north to
BG tomorrow.

BG faces-off at 7 p.m. tomorrow at the Ice Arena.

',

BO Newt Photo/DIANA EDELMAN

BG's Marc Barlow (6) skates to the not In a recent game.
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BG swimmers, divers aim for EMU
□ A big invitational
meet will bring big
expectations for the
women swimmers and
divers.

titanic event in history, but the
Bowling Green women's swim
team holds much importance in
this weekend's Eastern Michigan
Invitational.
"We need this meet badly,"
coach Randy Julian said. "We
will be faster than we've been all
year and we need to see that.
They're tired of working hard,
they want to go fast."
The Falcons' opponents are no
gimmes. The home team. Eastern

By NICK HURM
The BG News
It may not be considered a

"We're going to walk in with ow game
face on. It's at the right time."
Randy Julian
Head Swimming and Diving Coach

Michigan has already beat the
women earlier in the season.
They are stacked with talented
and explosive swimmers.
Many people may have never
even heard of Denison College,
which has the second-ranked

team in the country in Division
III swimming. Also on the ballot
is Big Ten powerhouse Michigan,
Ashland,
Oakland
and
Appalachia State.
The Falcons are coming off a
big non-conference win against

Wright State. Thus win gives BG a
shot of momentum going into
EMU.
Another factor aiding the
swimmers and divers is health.
The Falcons have struggled in
recent weeks staying healthy
which has not been to their benefit. Julian said the team is now
99.9 percent healthy.
"We're excited and ready for
the challenge," senior Katie
Rosinsky said. "We want to have

fun and let loose. We're going to
fly."
The divers will also face a
tough challenge. They will start
out the meet and could set the
tone. Junior Ellyn Vreeland and
freshman Kelli Wittenmyer will
lead the Falcon attack.
"Were not going to force anything," Julian said. "We're going
to walk in with our game face on.
It's at the right time."

NBA season looks dim, dismal
J Jordan rejoins labor
talks with the NBA
season in jeopardy.
The Associated Press

Associated Press Photo

Chicago Bulls Star Michael Jordan makes a surprise appearance at the NBA labor talks
Thursday in New York City.

son

iy

NEW YORK - Late in the
lockout game, Michael Jordan
checked back in.
Jordan made a surprise
appearance at the NBA labor
talks Thursday, but whether his
magic touch can save the season
remains to be seen.
His presence was promising,
however, since his agent had
said he wouldn't get involved
again until discussions got serious.
"His understanding was that
a new proposal was going to be
made (by the owners), and he
wanted to be there to listen to it,"
agent David Falk said. "You can
read into it that he's continuing
to be involved and supportive of
the union leadership."
After about six hours of talks,
however, neither side had put
anything new on the table.
Jordan left early in the
evening, and it was unclear if he
would return. He did not comment as he entered a hotel across
from NBA headquarters, where
the league and union were huddled in a conference room trying
to end the five-month dispute
that threatens to wipe out the

entire season.
The sides spent the first two
hours merely "feeling each other
out," commissioner David Stern
said, then went back to work
after breaking for lunch. The bargaining session was the first in
13 days with both full negotiating committees in attendance.
If the owners and players
can't come up with a solution in
the next couple of weeks, the
entire 1998-99 season will be canceled. Stern has steadfastly
refused to reveal on what date it
will be too late to save the season.
Jordan's arrival marked the
first time he had joined the talks
since Oct. 28, when he spent
about 8 1 /2 hours at the bargaining table and helped try to broker a deal.
The sides met one other time
since then, on Nov. 20, and called
it their most productive session
to date.
In the next couple of days,
however, things unraveled. The
union said proposed changes to
free agency timing rules were a
"deal-killer," and the owners
then said the union reneged on
its acceptance of a complicated
tax formula.
Pressure for a settlement and
panic over the fate of the season
increased in recent days, with
former union president Isiah
Thomas going so far as to suggest that the union could replace

Billy Hunter and Patrick Ewing
as its lead negotiators.
"The one message I know he
(Jordan) is delivering emphatically is that people like Isiah can
sit on the sidelines and criticize,
but when you are in the game it's
harder," Falk said.
The first order of major business Thursday was to decide
whether to continue negotiating
under the framework that the
sides had discussed in two previous sessions — a six- or sevenyear agreement with a complicated "escrow tax" system in the
final three or four years.
The proposals put on the table
Nov. 20 would include players
having 10 or 15 percent of their
paychecks withheld if spending
on overall player salaries exceeded a targeted percentage of revenues.
The owners have asked for a
50-50 split, while the players
have tied many of their concessions to receiving 60 percent.
The owners moved to 52 and
53 percent on Nov. 20 and the
players dropped to 57 percent,
but those concessions became
void under the ground rules that
have been set for the new talks.
"This lockout won't end until
the owners get as much as they
can out of the players," Alonzo
Mourning of the Miami Heat
said as he arrived for Thursday's
talks. "It comes down to greed
on their part."

violates probation, could lead to jail

Q A probation report
could lead to jail for
Tyson.
The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS — Mike
Tyson's probation officer will file
court papers by Monday that
could lead to the former heavyweight champion returning to
prison.
George Walker, the chief probation officer for Marion Superior Court, said Thursday it
appears Tyson violated terms of
his probation as a result of his
no-contest plea to misdemeanor
assault charges in Maryland on
Tuesday.

Tyson served three years on a
10-year sentence in Indiana for
raping a beauty pageant contestant. He was convicted in 1992,
and his probation expires in
March.
Judge Patricia Gifford, who
presided at Tyson's trial and will
decide if Tyson violated his probation, was out of her office
Thursday and unavailable for
comment.
"The judge can do everything
from nothing all the way to
imposing the originally suspended sentence, and anything in
between," Walker said. The
judge also could modify the sentence or place new conditions on
Tyson's probation.
The prospect of Tyson going

to prison again comes as he nears
a return to the ring. He has a
fight planned for Jan. 16 against
Francois Botha in Las Vegas, his
first bout since his boxing license
was revoked for biting Evander
Holyfield's ears during a 1997
title fight. He was reinstated by
Nevada authorities in October.

Tyson's
probation
was
reviewed last year after the
Holyfield bout, but no action
was taken.

the probation question was complicated by Tyson's no-contest
plea in Maryland. Indiana has no
provision for such a plea.

Tyson is undergoing psychiatric treatment, one of the conditions that led to reinstatement of
his license by the Nevada Athletic Commission.

Walker said his petition
would not be a recommendation
regarding possible prison time
for Tyson.

The two men Tyson scuffled
with in Maryland already have
reached a settlement with the
boxer to avoid a civil suit. However, the Montgomery County,
Md., prosecutor wants jail time
on the criminal charges. Sentencing is to come early next year but
an exact date has not been set.

"There are legal issues to
research, and we think it would
be wise to wait and see what
happens with his sentencing in
Maryland," Phillips said Thursday.

"What we actually say on the
petition is to give the facts, the
facts we all read in the paper,"
Walker said. "We want to go
ahead and get this on the record.
... We bring it to the court's attention, and then all the legal stuff
kicks in."

Walker and Beverly Phillips, a
spokeswoman for the Marion
County Prosecutor's Office, said

Although the no-contest plea
was not an admission of guilt,
Tyson could face up to 20 years
in prison — 10 years on each
count. He also could be fined up
to $5,000.
Tyson told the judge he didn't
expect leniency or a lighter sentence in return for the no-contest
plea, and he was aware it could
affect his probation.

Steve Johnson, executive
director of the Indiana Prosecuting Attorneys Council, said probation could be revoked even if
Tyson has not been convicted in
Maryland.
"Good behavior is always a
condition of probation," Johnson
said. "A no-contest plea would
not necessarily preclude a revocation of probation if evidence
were brought to Judge Gifford
that a criminal act had
occurred."
Johnson said judges routinely
warn offenders that they need
not be convicted of another
offense to risk being sent back to
jail.

Troy's Brewer named football Mr. Ohio

□ Troy standout
collects awards and
waits for phone to
ring.

The Associated Press
He rushed for a state-record
2,856 yards and scored 40 touchdowns this season, yet the telephone at the home of Troy tailback Ryan Brewer hasn't rung
off the hook from college coaches trying to get his name on a letter of intent.
That might change now.
The 5-foot-10, 205-pound
senior is the 12th winner of the
Ohio Associated Press Mr. Football award. Past winners include
NFL stars Robert Smith of the
Minnesota Vikings, Bobby Hoying of the Philadelphia Eagles,
the Chicago Bears' Curtis Enis,
Marc Edwards of the San Francisco '49ers and Charles Wood-

son of the Oakland Raiders.
None did what Brewer did
this season, finishing his career
with a string of 14 200-plus
yardage games, totaling 7,656
yards for his career and scoring
761 points over four years.
Still, those who have seen him
play are shocked that Brewer has
received only a smattering of
Division I-A scholarship offers.
"It puzzles us a little bit,"
Troy coach Steve Nolan said.
Brewer said he's not so much
disappointed as mystified.
"I'd like to know that too," he
said when asked why he's not
besieged by recruiters. "It doesn't bother me much. I expected
more, but I have no clue. They
don't tell me. My coaches and
family, they don't understand it
either."
It's not that Brewer is slow —
he had a 4.36-second 40-yard
dash at the Michigan summer
camp. At 205 pounds, he's not
brittle and has had few injuries.

Nolan says Brewer has the
power to run between the tackles, yet has enough speed that
he's never been brought down
from behind.
It's not because Brewer is an
academic or discipline problem,
either. He carries a 3.7 gradepoint average is considering
majoring in biological science in
college.
Off the field, he's the quiet,
dedicated kid that colleges
crave.
"I hate to talk about myself,"
Brewer said when asked about
his strengths.
Others aren't afraid to speak
for him.
"He's the most intense football player that I've ever seen,"
said Nolan, who has been coaching for 22 years. "He has a very
explosive running style. He's a
great blocker in our wing-T
offense. He's got great speed,
great hands, great concentration.
But the most important thing he

I

has is an unwillingness to go
down. He just has this thing
when he carries the ball that no
one can tackle him."
His versatility isn't doubted,
either.
Nolan put Brewer in as his
deep man on punts and kickoffs
and he promptly returned three
punts and four kickoffs for TDs.
Opponents started squib-kicking
or punting the ball out of bounds
to keep it away from him.
Troy needed a punter, so
Brewer took over and averaged
44 yards a kick. It needed a
placekicker and he kicked four
field goals of at least 30 yards
this season. It needed him to fill
in on defense and he intercepted
two passes.
Years ago, Nolan ran an
instructional camp for Troy's
junior-high students. Right
away, he noticed the sixth-grade
kid they had allowed in who had
the fastest rime of anybody in
the seventh-, eighth- or nintli-

Aatoctated Press Photo

Troy High School tailback Ryan Brewer Is the 12th winner of th«
Ohio Associated Ress Mr. Football award.
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OSU recruit charged
possession of drugs

A member of Ohio State basketball coach Jim O'Brien's 1998
recruiting class has been charged
in Michigan with possession of
marijuana, a newspaper reported
today.
Brent Darby, a senior at River
Rouge (Mich.) High School and
rated as one of the top 10 pointguard prospects in the country,
has been released on $500 bond
while awaiting arraignment on the
misdemeanor charge. The Columbus Dispatch said.
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Bobcats extend Grobe's stay
The Associated Press

Ohio has extended the contract of football coach Jim
Grobe by one year through
the 2003 season, the school
said Thursday.
■CORK! ( IIONMMHBHi
Grobe, 46, signed the conDiana Edelmarl was not given
tract
Nov. 2 for a $125,000
credit for her hockey photo in
annual salary, up $25,000
Thursday's edition.
from last year, said Thomas
Boeh, director of alhletics.

Grobe turned around the
university's program since
arriving in late 1994, when
the program was ranked lasi
in the nation among Division
I-A programs.
Grobe's teams are 21-23 I
in his four seasons at Ohio,
17-14-1 in the MAC. Ohio has
had a winning conference
record the past three years.
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2 Northwestern football players indicted
-J Ex-Northwestern
players indicted on
perjury charges.
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — Four former
Norlhwestern University foolball players, including star tailback Dennis Lundy, were indicted Thursday on charges of lying
to federal grand juries investigating sports betting at the
school.
Lundy, Christopher Gamble,
Michael Senters and Gregory
Gill were charged with perjury
for lying about their relationship
with student bookie Brian Ballarini.
"These four defendants fum-

bled their opportunity to participate in intercollegiate athletics
and lo maintain the integrity of
athletic competition," U.S. Attorney Scott Lassar told a news conference.
"Then they fumbled again
and again when Ihey had the
opportunity lo come clean and
testify truthfully before the
grand jury," Lassar said.
Lundy, Gamble and Senters
are accused of lying about bels
they allegedly placed on Northwestern's 1994 game against
Ohio State. Prosecutors did not
specify which games Gill was
accused of betting on.
Lundy also was accused of
lying when he denied that he
deliberately fumbled in the 1994
game against Iowa lo make cer-

tain the team failed to cover the
point spread. Prosecutors said
Lundy had bel on thai game and
on the Wildcats' game lhat season against Notre Dame.
Northwestern coarh Gary
Barnell said he was shocked by
the accusations.
"It is a sad day when a foolball coach has lo sland up in .i
press conference and comment
on student-athletes who played
tor him and were charged with
breaking the law," Barnett said. "
I had always believed in these
individuals' commitment lo our
team, both on and off the field."
Athletic Director Rick Taylor
said that if the allegations are
true, "those involved will have
betrayed the very fabric of
sport."

The BG News is now
accepting applications
for the Spring Semester!
Stop in 210 West Hall to sign
up for an interview and pick
up an application.
Apply for positions in the
following departments:
News
Graphics and Web
Copy
Opinion
Entertainment
Sports
Photo
age Three

/

/

Please turn in applications by
Friday Dec. 11th.
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All four defendants will be
summoned lo appear for an
arraignment, prosecutors said. II
convicted, each perjury courl
carries a maximum penalty of
five years in prison and a
$250,000 fine. Lundy and Senters
are charged with one count;
Gamble and Gill are charged
with two.
Lundy's alleged deliberate
fumble came midway through
the third quarter of the Iowa
same. Northwestern was inside
the 1-yard line with a chance to
cut into Iowa's 35-13 lead when
Lundy fumbled a handoff Irom
quarterback Steve Schnur.
A teammate, defensive Rodney Ray, knew Lundy had a
gambling habit and complained
openly thai Lundy fumbled

intentionally. A coach overheard
Ray's accusation and an internal
investigation was launched. The
findings were turned over lo federal authorities who began the
investigation possible pointshaving by Northwestern players
Prosecutors said the belling
look place in the 1993 and 1994
seasons, and lhat the players lied
before grand juries investigating
the gambling scandal at the Big
Ten school in 1995 and 1997.
Both Lundy and Senters have
since gone on to play pro ball.
Ball.iimi. a former Northwest
ern football player, pleaded
guilty in August to gambling
charges and admitted he had run
sports betting operations at
Northwestern and the Universi-

ty of Colorado. He was the fifth
person lo plead guilty in the Fed
era I investigation of Norlhwestern sports betting.
Others were former Notre
Dame place-kicker Kevin Pendergasl, Brian Irving of San
Francisco and former NU basketball players Dion Lee and Dewey
Williams, who admitted they
tried to fix games in 1995.
The embarrassing episode for
the prestigious university is
expected lo be finished with the
indictments of Lundy, 26, of
Tampa, Fla.; Gamble, 26, of Marietta, Ga.; Senters, 26, of Dallas;
and Gill, 27, of Pittsburgh.
"This should conclude the
investigation,"
said
Larry
Collins, special agent in charge
of the FBI's Chicago office.

alpha £hi tC JCappa alpha
£ang.led in the JUa&el &emi-£a%mal
Slecem&e*. 4, t998
Suise Kauffman A Billy Conley
Allison Harris A Mark Frederick
Lauri Kowalski A Andy Tremsky
Megan Humphrey A date
Shannon Riday A Ed Kuresmon
Kristy McCulloch A Joe Cook
Kelly Benedetti A date
Mary Zirkelbach A Charlie Knapp
Megan Carter A Pat Dauherty
Amy Hays A Ryan Jirousek
Melissa Gratz A Nathan Boji
Lizzy Davis A Mike Ingalls
Kami Callinan A Brian Teats
Heather Hemple A Ty Traxler
Carrie Zimmer A Ryan Albright
Rachel Warren A Pete Jones
Emily Harris A Aaron Blue
Sara Crowe St Mike Taurasl
Mandy Slater S: Todd Gibson
Melissa Yessayan St date
Allyson Romano A Brian Bolden
Jamie Brumbaugh A Andy Alt
Sarah Ward A Kyle Dray
Laura Thompson Si Dirk Digler
Nici Martin St date
Kelly Becker A Billy Williams
Mary Kay Kramer A Tim Braving
Alison Kloos St Todd Foreman
Casey Stevens A data
Sharon Doroba St Ken Sobeckl
Sarah Hamlln St Mark Johnston
Kelli Stevens St Aaron Fromm
Heather Knoble & Adam Twining
Tomml Cruhn St Jeff Dolan
Jenny Carter St T.J. Carlin
Roland Gabriel St Marcy Crabtree
Chris Sniegowski A Kim Ringler
Jeff Budine St date
Russ Nutt St Jen Anderson
Chris Declar A date
Dave Young A Jayme Jawarski
Kevin DeMain A Stacy Balsega
Nathan Redman & Mlchele Trentel
Shawn Anderson A Emily Kohart
John McNeel A Jessi Pakozy
Thad Dowle A Kelly Helder
Logan Brooke A Trlsh Fleming
Mike Sldebotham A Aileen Glowacki
John Kelly A Erlcka Ickes
Joh Bringham A Stephanie Wtnslow

Laurie Poprlk A Jeff Stauffer
Jennifer Sellers A date
Heather Pitchford A Jeff Adams
Tara Incorvaia A Shane Willis
Jen Tudor A date
Brooke Mohajer A date
Katie Fortner A date
Sara Gustafson A Scott Zookie
Meredith Piersol A Shane Brim
Shannon Ruwe A Kyle Bowling
Emily Brettel A Jason Becker
Kelly Cline A Brian Salem
Alison Hays A J.R. Muth
Allison Gray A John Barber
Kim McHenry A Paul Boehnlein
Ginger Sturgeon A date
Sa man Iha Rudinger A Kevin Maeke
Collette Peugeot A Brad Hoffman
Erika Dagett A Andrew Wertheimer
Jen Pavilk A R.J. Nixon
Mistl Baker A Corey Smith
Carol Clalborne A Cralg Richardson
Mlndy Beverly A Andy Stauffer
Ann Bellinger A date
Stephanie Ball A Jeff Sousa
Dana Henderson A Jon Labbe
Nicole Messmann A Dan Smith
Erin Gilbert A Tony Florence
Kristen Larson A Kevin Bowser
Trad Morris A Craig Bernas
Jamie Cook A Chad liny re
Jessica Buehner A David Gengo
Michelle Wade A date
Brandy Stacy A Paul Shimelonis
Mlchele Dowling A date
Brian Shoman A Martina
Kevin Scheuerman A Alycla Humphrey
Romeo A date
Justin Baxter A Katie Bringman
Rich Maurer A date
Scott Almand A Cobey Kloos
Howie Young A Bev Metcalt
Jeremy A date
Dan Pur cell A Angle Sexton
Paul Daniels A Dora Gabriel
Jon Mundorf A Jennie Dorko
Joe Guyette A Erin Stevens
Doug Smith A Rebekah Bradly
R.J. We in berg A Tara Sarlch
Dan Sullivan A Christie Plnney
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Wrestling
takes hold
What do you get when you
mix muscle-ripped men in tight
spandex with an All My Outdm t'sque soap opera theme?
How about the wonderful
world of professional wrestling?
The scenarios have changed
over the years, but the major
theme has stayed: to entertain.
The big two, the World
Wrestling Federation and World
Championship Wrestling have
added a new twist by adding .«
"let's get trashy," Jerry Springer
theme.
Phrases like "4 life". "2
sweet", "Oh hell yeah and the
mother of all phrases, "Suck it"
have swept the nation. Yes. last
week I even had a seven-yearold tell me to "suck it." During
the programs a plethora of fingers are flashed and it's not to
■ay thai i wrestler IN number
one.
Back in the old days the
plots were simple. The good
guy faced the had guv in the
pay-per-view Special. The good
guv would win by pinfall and
the bad guy would win by outside interference, but the match
would have to be settled again
in the nexl big p.n -per view
special.
Between those events the
superstar would wrestle some
no-name guy and beat the living daylights oul of him.
Not an\ more Plots are complicated and the whole group
theme is in style. In the WWF,
you have Team Corporate, a
group of wrestlers headed by
president Vnue McMahon.
Their main goal is to restore the
WWF from the hell-raiser. Stone
Cold Steve Austin, and to take
control of all the championship
belts.
Also in the federation is bad
boy group I Vgeneialion X (the
gins who M) "sink it") This
group includes the Had Ass
Billy Gun, the Road l *»g lease
fames, Six-pac, and Triple H.
The only problem is that
Team Corporate is trying to
recruit (iunn and James. Of
course you can't forget the two
M rentiers who arrived (rom the
gales ol hell, the Undertaker
and Kain. |ust a couple weeks
ago the Undertaker triad to
embalm Austin while he was
unconscious >cs. cmbiilm
The bad news for WCW is
Hollywood (Muik)Hogan
retired to start his presidency
campaign. But the New World
Order lives on.
Yes, the NWO, an organization started by Hogan with
aspirations to take over WCW.
A year into the takeover, the
NWO split. Some stayed with
the order while the Others
formed NWOWolfpack. During
all of this Bill Goldberg (a Stone
Cold wannabe) took WCW by
storm and became champion.
The only question is, can the
undefeated wrestler be beaten1
More and more fans are tuning thai! televisions each week
to watch these talented athletes
perform on hell of a circus
show
One may criticize it for being
fake, but no one can say that
flying off a top rope onto I
another guy laying on a table
isn't dangerous. One may think
wrestling is a joke, but it's also
fun. What can be better than
spending quality time with
your friends listening to i
wrestler telling his opponent to
suck it?
Well, then again ...

PiwWW

Sound Parade features new
music from Alanis Morissette,
The Geto Boys and Placebo,
plus the Psycho soundtrack.
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New book
explores
sexual topics
By DAN NIED
The BG News
"Balls, Balls, Balls!"
This is the title of just one of
the chapters in a
new book thai
will change the
way we think
about sex.
Thai's riehl,
everything you
ever wanted to
know
about
balls, nipples,
sex toys, circumcision
and
just
about anything related to sex
and anatomy. And
it's all in
one
place.
The
Guide to
Getting it On provides a
tongue-in-cheek yet serious and
informative view on the art of
sex. Whether you cavort around
campus looking for partner-, or
have never even kissed anolher
person, this book will teach you
a little more than you need to
know about sex. But, then again,
that's the fun of it,
This is not like the old grade
school sex ed books. In this
guide, the drawings are much
more realistic. No more wondering exactly what female and
male genitalia really look like,
like we did in the old days.
These drawings are full-scale
and lifelike.
It is the illustrations that will
attract readers to this book. After
all, what is a sex book without
pictures? Basically, it's hard to
find a picture in this book that
isn't explicit. Masturbation techniques are shown as well as
shower scenes-and an illustrated
guide to testicle examination.
Granted, this book is not for the
squeamish, but it is very entertaining if all vou want is pictures
Also an asset to the genius ol
The Guide to Getting it On is the
writing of author Paul Joan-

information contact Mike Hammer al hammcrnitf bgnet or Sara
Waggoner at waggonsftbimct.

Digital exhibit at
Magazine looking Fine Arts Center
The exhibition
for submissions
"Digital Tools and
Prairie Margins,
the University s
undergraduate literary magazine. Is
currently accepting submissions for fiction, art
and poetry. The only submission
guideline Is that any art must
be 8.5" x 14 or smaller
The submission deadline Is
Thursday. Dec. 17. For more

1

A Bug's Life stands up well
to the other computergenerated bug movie, Antz.
James Eldred reviews.

Output Media:
Deleting the Discord
Between Art and
Technology' opens with a reception from 7 to 9 p.m. today In
the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
of the Fine Arts Center.
The opening night will feature
a variety of artists and an Interactive computer
installation/performance by

nides. He spares his readers the
scientific gibberish and gets
down to business with everyday
language. Four letter words are
liberally strewn about the book
like bras in a lingerie store I lowever, they are hardly
gratuitous.
Joannides
chooses to
use slang
more than
clinical
terms. This
makes
the
reader
feel
more at home
with the book
and therefore,
gives the book
credibility. It's
more like advice
from a friend
who has been
around the block,
than 600 pages
written by a Stuffy
researcher
The author adds a touch of
humor in the book This is evident in the table of contents
\-idc from the aforementioned
"Balls, Balls, Balls' some of the
chapters include: "Oral Sex: Vulvas & Honey Pots" or the converse: "Oral Sex: Popsicles &
Penises." There 's also "Sunsets,
Orgasms and I land Grenades"
and "Circumcision- The Penile
Calamity."
Basically, The Guide to Getting
it On is an entertaining look at
sexual matters. If you don't
know it now, you will after reading this book. And in this case,
it's even okay just to look at the
pictures

Jainy Sheridan
This free show will continue
through Feb. 5. Gallery hours
arc 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
though Saturday and 2 to 5
p.m. Sundays.

Women's Chorus,
& Philharmonia
Tonight at 8
p.m.. the University
Women's Chorus,
under the direction
of Edward Maclary, g
will perform with
^^
the A'cappella
Choir In Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
This event Is free.

BG News Photo/JASON SUGGS

Bob Crachit (Ian Thatp, left) and Ebenezer Scrooge (Robert DeBard) in A Christmas Carol.

'A Christmas Carol'
returns for the holidays
humbug old man who
es the * isit ot the Ghost of
Christmas Pasl (< hristine Conle\). I Ihosl ol ( hristmas Present
(Joshua Balmer)and theGhosI ol
(hristmas to Come (Christia
Koursarou).
The play begins with Scrooge
in his office with his employee,
Bob Cratchit (Joey Belmaggio),
who is not released from work
during Christmas Eve. These
Ghosts challenge the old man to
be more sensitive to the Christmas spirit and help the ones in
need.
The night before Christmas,
Scrooge is visited by his old partner, Jacob Marley (Ian Tharp),
who announces the coming of
the three ( hristmas ghosts.
Marley's visit reminds Scrooge
that "all mankind is our business,"' especially al Christmas
tune The scenic device used for
taking Marley back to Hell is a
plus in this year's production;
something to be seen and not
disi ussed.
As for the ghosts, no special
technology enterprise was used,
but an effective fog and a not-soeffective amplified sound device
was used for the actors' voices
It was distracting and unnecessary to the audience.
The Ghost of Christmas Past
takes Scrooge back to his childhcx)d, as an employee for the
Fezziwigs. One of the most
entertaining scenes of the play is
the (hristmas party at the Fezzi
M |g s house.
Malt Delano and Gretchen
Offenburg.is Mr. and Mrs I

wig, giggling and dancing, compel the audience to have a good
time. However, the lack of props
such .is glasses for the part}
scenes, cut the illusion and
brought the audience to a nonbelievable but still entertaining
play.
The cast of 50, one of the
biggest casts seen in recent productions, includes University
students from different majors as
well as youngsters from the
community. The kids, starring
Sammy Gorman, a first grader at
Conneaut elementary school,
helps bring energy to the show,
Regan said.
Despite the large cast, the
unity of the show is kept
throughout the run. It is a family
show to better enjoy the Christmas season.
A Christmas Carol will be
staged today and tomorrow at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets
.ire S7 for adults and $5 for students and senior citizens. For
reservations call 372-2719.

Pearl Clcagc will
be held al 7 p.m.
Dec. 7 and 8 In
400 University
Hall. The play la
the story ol
African-American
female pioneers who settled in
the all-black town of Nicodeiniis. Kansas I'or more informauon. call the theatre department
at 372-2222.

held al 7 p.m. In 402 and 405
University Hall. Actors arc needed for eight one-act plays. For
more information, call the
BGSU theatre department.

the
By ANA PEREIRA
I he H(, Sews
It is lime again to
be generous and
share the joy of
Christmas, al least
theatrically.
The
Theater
Department's annual production
of A Christmas Carol was adapted
this \e.u by I Scott Regan with
music by local musician Tom
Gorman.
Regan, who is also directing
the show, said that he tried to
add a comic relief to the melancholic nature of the show.
Unlike the previous production of Carol that was staged two
years ago, in this new adaptation, narration was turned into
dialogues and original musical
numbers were added.
A very talented group of
musicians, dressed in Victorian
costumes, sing carols as the
audience comes into the theater
The carolers interact with the
audience and invite them to sing
along.
The shift into the theatrical
illusion is set by the carolers who
contrast fantasy and reality within the time period that the show
takes place.
"1843—London," said one
caroler, "1998—Bowling Green,
Ohio," said another.
"There is Ebenezer Scrooge,"
said another one. "No, that's
Robert DeBard!"
DeBard is Ebenezer Scrooge,

On Dec. R. the iiowlmu Green
Philharmonia directed by Eml|y
Freeman Brown, and Collegiate
Chorale, directed by Mark Munson. will perform at 3 p.m. In
Kobacker Hall.
General admission ticket! are
S5 for adults and $3 lor Stu
dents and senior citizens. Tick
ets can be purchased at the
Tiner's box office between noon
and 6 p.m. weekdays, or
reserved by calling 372-8171 or
1-800-589-2224.

'Flying West' tryouts Dec. 7 & 8
Tryouls for the BGSU Theatre
production of "Flyln" West" by

1999 Shorts
Festival auditions
On Dec. 7 & 8.
open auditions for
the 1999 BGSU
Shorts Festival will be

1

A Christmas
Carol
Eva Marie Saint Theater
Starring: Robert DeBard, Joey
Belmaggio, Christine Conley
NOW says: This year's 'Christmas Carol' doesn't fail to live up
to the glory of Its predecessors.

*••

1 alar, just go to the bar
2 atari: jo to »i« bai ftr«
3 sl«r«: pUy. hen bar
4 tiara: play. lSen play again

Record sale at
Jerome Library
Next Wednesday and Thursday. Dec. 9 and 10. a record
sale will be held at the In the
PaJllster conference room on the
first floor ot the Jerome Library.
The sale will feature LP's.
45's. 78s (wowl). magazines,
books. CD's and comic books
For more Information call 3272307. Who said there was nothing to do on campus?
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Placebo: Without You
I'm Nothing
1998 -Virgin
Though he has a distinctive voice, as
Placebo's press release points out about
singer Brian Molko, it is also kind of irritating. But just as the terrible smell of cat pee
and hamsters first overwhelms you when
you walk into a pet store, it soon goes almost
unnoticed as you experience all the cute animals.
That's how Placebo affects you. First they
may come across a tad loud, with whiney
vocals about things so personal you dont
want to hear them. But after a few listens to
their album Without You I'm Nothing, it really
grows on you.
Placebo is from England, and you can tell.
The album starts with a riff that reeks of a
Radiohead intro, but soon becomes much
more poppy. And indeed, when you boil
placebo down, they are pop. But dark pop,
with moody lyrics that refer to homosexuality as well as heroine use. Songs like "Burger
Queen" seem to be talking about alternative
lifestyles you may feel uncomfortable dealing with, but songs like "Every You Every
Me" leave you wanting more of their catchy
hooks.
Placebo definitely has a distinctive sound,
but it seems like they still have a way to go.
This is their second album, and it still sounds
like their first. I recommend Without You I'm
Nothing if you, as a listener of fine music,
want some predictable pop, with emotional
lyrics and grungy noise. One note is the
peculiar ending of the album. Placebo uses
the tried and true method of blank space at
the end of the CD before their last song, (little more than eight and a half minutes of it).
Then after they finish up, there's a strange
snippet/sample that also appears on an
Aphex Twin album, and involves a computer saying very dirty things.
-Dustih Amery Hosteller

Geto Boys: Da Good
DaBad&DaUgly
1998 - Rap-A-Lot Records
The Boys from Houston are back with
their second album since their resurrection"
by Rap-A-Lot records. But it finally seems as
if the Geto Boys (to paraphrase an old song
of theirs) minds are "playin tricks on them."
First off this album contains a Bushwick
Bill-less Boys, which leaves Willie D and
Scarface to pick up the slack, which thev
don't. This album pales in comparison to
previous releases, and even the album's
cover appears to be a copy of Master P's
strategy.

mm
1. "A Bug's life," Disney
2. The Rugrats Movie,"
Paramount
3. "Enemy of the State."
Disney
4. The Waterboy." Disney
5. "Babe: Pig in the City,"
Universal

I
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Da Good Da Bad b Da Ugly comes off as
more political than another GB album. The
cover attests to that: it portrays a man sitting
on the sidewalk of the White House, smoking up. The first track on the disc, the fastpaced "Dawn 2 Dusk," states "We used to
get our white stuff from the Colombians, but
now the FBI be supplyin' us."
The majority of the tracks feature a variety
of the Boys' label mates, which range from
DMG, to Tela to Yukmouth (of Luniz fame).
However, I was impressed by one aspect
of the album, the Geto Boys haven't fallen
into the "money and cars" songs that so
many of today's mainstream rappers feel is
the only way to go. The Boys have still maintained their hardcore roots, even though the
industry today has tried to curb these kind of
albums.
This album overall has a few gems, such
as "Free," a throwback to the slow songs that
the Geto Boys used to put out, akin to "6 Feet
Deep." These are songs that make you think,
songs that make you see that even hardcore
rappers have feelings. "Free" talks about all
the issues that the Boys want to be free of—
free of the streets, free from incarceration,
free from "haters." As the chorus says, "No
more player hatin', I gotta be free."
"Thugg Niggaz," which features a sample
of Stings "The Bed's Too Big Without You."
The lyrics on this track sound like they're
from a Tupac Shakur album. Ironically, at
one point in the song it says, "Brothers today
always trying to sound like Pac," but with
this song isn't that exactly what the Boys are
doing?
Overall I'd say the album is a mild upset
compared to the Geto Boys earlier albums,
but maybe they don't understand in today's
rap world, the "money and car" albums are
what really sell.
-Cory McCartney

Psycho: Music From and
Inspired by the Motion Picture
1998-Geffen
The soundtrack to Gus Van Sant's remake
of the classic Hitchocock chiller Psycho is surprisingly interesting. After all, you rarely
have a chance to listen to the likes of Rob
Zombie, the Pet Shop Boys and Danny Elfman on the same CD.
Zombie's "Living Dead Girl," which has
already been released to radio, delivers his
hard-pounding sinister style to one of the
most sinister of films. The song was already
released on Zombie's 1998 criticallyacclaimed Hellbilly Deluxe, and has samplings from bagpipes to Eastern chanting.
Danny Elfman, best known for his contributions to Good Will Hunting, Men In Black, Batman and "The Simpsons," pays homage to
another great film composer, Bernard Herrmann, by re-orchestrating three of the original scores from the first film.
Mixed in with a few of the tracks on the
CD are dialogue samples from the remake
and the original, (for instance, in Howie B's
"Once Is Not Enough"). Girls Against Boys
have a good showing, as they always do,
with "Psycho Future," which was also
released on their recent album Lreak'On'ka.
One of the poorer songs on the CD is
"Honeymoon Suite" by Thievery Corporation. It's a weak techno song that you would
hear likes of in one of the Mortal Combat
sequels. Even though it's simple sounding
and tedious to listen to, it probably serves as
a good filler song for scenes in the film.
Featured as the token country song on the

CD, "Psycho" (original) by Teddy Thompson, doesn't really seem to be country. They
have the steel guitars and slow tempo to
back it, but there's no twang in his voice, and
furthermore you don't hear many country
songs about killing little girls.
This track is followed by The Pet Shop
Boys, the touted dance-pop duo of Neil Tennant and Chris Lowe lend "Screaming" to
the disc. It's a fitting addition, with its
depressed sound and dance beats that
they're known for. (One thing that takes
away from the track is that it follows a country song). James Hall's track "Psycho Killer,
a remake of the Talking Heads classic, is a
great contribution to the album as well as a
great song with its maraca background.
Probably best of all though, is the Elfman
remake of the classic Psycho song "The Murder." The song is great, not only to have
your alarm clock set to, but to listen to it full
blast in the computer lab, devilishly smiling
while you type CD reviews.
-Anthony Recznik

BG Newi Photo/Kelvor Abo
Itumeleng Motsikoe, an actor from South Africa, discusses
apartheid and South African theater.

Alanis Morissette: Supposed
Former Infatuation Junkie
1998 - Maverick
Alanis Morissette bares it all, literally and
figuratively, for her first release since 1995's
blockbuster jagged Little Pill.
If you've seen the video for the first single
Thank You, you know only one thing was
missing from the video: Alanis's clothes.
Morissette also appears naked in the fetal
position on the disc itself (either a nice sales
booster or an attempt to get her listeners to
understand the significance of the album).
Supposed Forma Infatuation junkie is more
than just another anger-induced collection of
Morissette's latest gripes with society. This
album has a real focus, and real meaning.
Morissette made this album after a stint in
India, where she "found herself," and tongs
such as "Baba" let the listener in on how big
of an impact the trip had on the Canadian.
She sums up how she was impacted by
the trip, and how she feels that the religion of
India has transcended to other parts of the
world, "I've watched them leave their families in pursuit of your nirvana, I've seen
them coming to line up from Switzerland
and America."
The anger that fueled jagged Little Pill, is
still a strong part of Morissette's music. "Are
You Still Mad?", for instance, is a burning
example of the Morissette of old. Lines like
"Are you still mad that I compared you to all
my forty year old male friends?"
But new attempts at expressing her views
tend to break away from the anger, and in
some instances result in better music. "Sympathetic Character" is a track that focuses on
abusive relationships and all the things that
go through the mind of the woman involved.
The album also contains "Can't Not," a
favorite of Morissette's concert followers,
which she rearranged to appear on this
album.
This song is destined for airtimc, and will
prove to be one of the best songs on the disc.
Another radio-friendly track, which will
probably hit the airwaves soon is "UR." It
follows the internal struggle of a young
woman starting out in life on her own.
Morissette has matured since her last
album, and not only the songs, but their
tempo gives way to this New Alanis.
I lei fourth album is a stronger effort than
jagged Little Pill, and that's saying a lot, since
songs were still being released as singles two
years after the album hit the shelves.
The angry Canadian she used to be will be
missed, but I guess the world can stand to
live with an Alanis whose music has more of
a message than the majority of today's popular music.
-Cory McCartney

TELEVISION

SINGLES

ALBUMS

1. "60 Minutes." CBS
2. "NYPD Blue." ABC
3. "NFL Monday Night
Football: Miami at New
England," ABC
4. Touched by an Angel."
CBS
5. The CBS Sunday Movie:
Cab to Canada," CBS

1. Tm Your Angel." R Kelly
& Celine Dion
2 "Nobody's Supposed to Be
Here,* Deborah Cox
3. "Lately." Divine
4. "Doo Wop (That Thing)."
Lauryn Hill
5. "From This Moment On."
Shania Twain

J. "Double Live."
Garth Brooks
2. Tical 2000: Judgement
Day," Method Man.
3. "Spirit" Jewel
4. "(NU) Is." Marian Carey
5. These Are Special Times.'
Celine Dion
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Discussion
focuses on
apartheid
By IRENE SHARON
SCOTT
The BG News
On Nov. 21 in the
Mc 1 .ill
Center
Gallery, a discussion
was held addressing
South African theater's transition from
anti-apartheid activism to post
apartheid reality.
The discussion was lead by
guest speaker, Itmueleng Motsikoe, a South African actor,
director and Fulbright scholar.
The discussion was informative and several issues were
addressed.
According to Motsikoe, during the apartheid in South
Africa, there was intense hatred
and oppression, rebellions and
protest
marches.
Division
among the African people created tension. In contrast, the
African people are now trying to
alleviate the oppression and
injustices through laws.
Theater during the apartheid
and after it differed. During the
apartheid, there were two theaters: the government theater
and the people's theater. The
government theater promoted
division among the people
through politics. The people's
theater was used by the people
to express pains and struggle, he
said.
After the apartheid, theater
structure changed. The people 's
theater had died out because
they attempted to find a new
structure. On the other hand, the
government theater began helping and accommodating the
community, Motsikoe said.
The ways in which African
theater differs from standard
American theater is that African
actors are very involved, and
everyone, including the audience members, participates in
the production. Also, acting is
used to be an expression of
themselves, he said.
Individuals that attended the
discussion said it was beneficial.
"I found the discussion on
theater and apartheid of South
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Africa to be quite interesting,
especially
theater
during
apartheid times," said Melanie
Bergole, a junior biology and
geology major. "Motsikoe was
very informative and gave good
examples throughout South
African history of theater during
and after apartheid and what
apartheid has done to the people."
Imel.i.i Hunt, a popular culture instructor, believed the
experience was exhilarating.
"(It was) knowledgeable and
exciting information from our
common African heritage which
again acknowledges our collective memory and its importance
to art, culture and history," she
said. "Open discussion such as
those are a step toward a productive understanding of the
human evolution."
Kelvor Abo, a graduate student from Ghana, felt the presentation gave a realistic view of the
South African theater during
apartheid.
"From what I know of South
Africa, and South African theater, there continues to be no real
place for 'black' theater on the
mainstream circuit," Abo said.
"The Market, Civic and Alhambra theaters do occasionally put
on black shows, but these are
shows that tend to be seen mainly by white audiences."
Abo said that although there
are no laws prohibiting blacks
from attending these South
African theaters, blacks do not
often go because they feel
unwelcome or because it is difficult to gel there.
"You must have private transportation to go," Abo said. "1
didn't go to the theater much
when I lived in Johannesburg
because I didn't have a car!"
The South African state actually does support theater,
according to Abo. He said there
is a huge and very modem theater in Pretoria, the administrative capitol of South Africa.
However, the theater tends to
put on mainly Afrikaans' and
English language plays written
by South African, European and
American whites.
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Video games: sequels and updates
for PlayStation and Nintendo 64
The Legend
ofZelda
By MATTHEW PAPROCKI
The BG News
If you plan on hosting a party,
there's no better way to go than
with WCW/NWO Revenge for the
Nintendo 64 System. This is by
far the most fun you will get out
of a multi-player game this year.
THQ went all out and made sure this
game was playable to anybody. The simplistic controls makes for an easy pick-up-andplay game. The controls are reduced to a
simple short and long presses on the A and B
buttons. Even with this, the number of
moves far surpasses that of its only competitor, WWF Warzone.
The C buttons are used for running,climb-

ing and getting in and out of the ring. Reversals are as easy as pressing the L button. The
graphics and sound are about the only
downfalls. Though the graphics are upgraded from last year's WCW vs. NWO, they still
suffer from some major problems.
Polygons on the characters constantly
drop out showing the age of the graphics
engine. With the 64s powerful graphics
engine, people have come to expect much
more. The faces of the wrestlers were
scanned and put onto their heads, and it
looks great. Unfortunately, the wrestlers
show no emotion. Why does Buff Bagwell
smile while in the scorpion deathlock?
The sound is also hindered, mostly due to
the 64's cartridge format. The wrestlers all
come to the ring in true WCW fashion, with
fireworks and other pyrotechnics going off
in the back. While this is truly a great site to
look at, why is there no theme music?
Wrestlers are known for their music, and
without it, it loses a lot of emotion. The only
real WCW music is the Monday Nitro theme
during the replay of the last match. Even this
is a poor representation.

If you can ignore those two flaws, you're
in for the best wrestling game to date. The
Battle Royal mode is unmatched for multiplayer aspects.
Up to 40 wrestlers come into the ring (four
at a time), and battle it out until one remains.
Four players can join in on the match. This
proves no problem as there are over 60
WCW/NWO wrestlers in the game.
Another great, though not innovative feature, is the fact that a wide array of weapons
can be used. From the classic folding chair to
a garbage can, they're all there. There's a costume change option which allows you to
change any wrestlers look.
There's a selection of generic characters
that can be changed to whoever you want.
Even still, the standard was set by Warzone's
incredible Create-a-Player option, and this is
a little lacking.
The bottom line: even with the minor
gripes, this is one of the best games on the
N64 so far this year. Even if you're not a
wrestling fan, this easy pick up and play to
beat-your-friends-up game will have you
going for hours.

Coolboarders 3
By JAMES ELDRED
The BG News
Coolboarders 3 is the best snowboarding game (or the PlaySta
tion.
Unfortunately, its only real
competition is Coolboarder> I and
2. Unlike the Nintendo 64, there
are very few snowboarding games available
for the PlayStation. 1080 Snowboarding, the
best game of its kind (or the N64, is superb
because of its plethora of options, amazing
graphics and excellent design. Coolliotirders 3
has none of these great things.
The first problem is the absolutely horrible control. Added in this new installment is
the completely pointless "power meter." To
pull off a very high jump, you have to press
and hold a button at just the right time in
order to get that really high air needed to
complete the great tricks.
Before, all that was required was speed.
This new element makes jumping and
pulling of tricks insanely difficult. It's neither
functional nor realistic. Shouldn't building
up speed and crouching be enough to get

Crash
Bandicoot 3
By MATTHEW PAPROCKI
The BG News
1989 studios is known for great games. They
almost always deliver, and Crash Bandicoot 3 delivers in a huge way.
From its amazing graphics to the pinpoint control, you can! go wrong with this superb sequel.
Crush 3: Warped, has by far the best graphics ever
seen on the PlayStation.
The underwater levels will have your jaw dropping constantly, with some of the best light sourc-'
ing I've ever seen. The textures are clean and show
a lot of detail. Crash is well-animated and drawn,
the same as in the first two Crash's. If you're lucky
enough to have your PSX hooked up with a Svideo cable, you'll get your money's worth out of
it with this game.

The sound in Crash 3 is a little disappointing. It
varies only a little bit from the first two games and
sometimes you'll swear some of the music has
been used in previous games.
Crash himself still has plenty of character and
his yelps and deaths are
absolutely hilarious. The
control is as good as you
can get. It is simple enough
for the kids to pick up, but
the experienced gamer will
still have a little trouble.
The game has many different modes, such as a biplane and a motorcycle run.
The controls in these two
modes are a little slippery.
The fact that 989 tried something to keep their franchise
going is good enough.
There is also and opportunity to play as Crash's sister, but there is very little
difference between the two,
making it a disappointing
addition.

Now Hiring
Restaurant Crew At Our
Bowling Green Taco Bell
tion to customers all across the country.

Join our friendly, enthusiastic ctew and we'll promise you competitive pay and great benefits that include:

$7.50

per
hour

including Hourly
Bonus

The gameplay is your typical run and jump
action you've come to expect. Very little was
added. Crash can now earn new moves by defeating bosses, which is very refreshing. The camera is
always where vou want it to be and causes no
problems. Still,
Crash is forced
to walk on a

•On-thc-Job-Training
•Flexible Scheduling

"In the Vault"
Tattoo & Body Piercing
Hospital type sterilization/health department
licensed B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop.

Toledo favorite returns to BG!

Brewster's Pour House

•Free Uniforms
•Regular Raises
•Advancement Opportunity

You'll love working in our restaurant - and your combination of energy and
ambition will be awarded with a company that's going places - fast. Go
with Taco Bell! Now hiring at Bowling Green Taco Bell. Also hiring
management personnel at premium wages.

llxiok For The Walermills)

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main
North: 1058 N. Main
mat r.. Patlmi • BCl

fixed path and can't go explore other areas. If 989
goes for Crash 4, they need to update with the
times and go for full 3-D.
The verdict is that Crash 3. Warped shows off the
PlayStation system well. However, this game will
cause so many cases of deja-vu, it'll make you
wonder why 989 didn't upgrade the gameplay as
well as the graphics.

LIVING CANVAS

•Meal Discounts

TACO
'BELL

while going through some will not.
The two good events are the simple
downhill race and the fighting option. The
race is fun because you don't have to pull off
any impossible trick to win, and the fighting
is just plain fun.
The slope style is the most fun however,
due to its utterly bizarre set-up. It's a downhill slope with rails and jumps, and it's set
up for you to combine into trick combinations. Because getting air is not incredibly
important, the rail tricks are also fun They
are simple and can give you some really
good points.
Of course, these two good aspects do no)
save this game from being boring or frustrating. Neither do the slightly above average
sound and graphics. What kills this game is
simply poor design.
989 studios and Idol Minds, made this
game, instead of UEP Systems, and it shows
in every aspect. 989 seems much more concerned with the graphics and presentation of
the game rather than the actual game itself.
II you own both a N64 and a PlayStation,
get 1080 Snowboarding for the N64 instead. 1/
you just own PlayStation, your best bet is
Coolboarders 2, but even that isn't all that
great. It seems that PlayStation owners will
still have to wait for a truly great snowboarding game for their system.

445 E. Wooster • 354-5203

• Just 25c a Gallon
• Chemical & Sodium Free
■ Natural Hydration
• Serviced & Sanili/cd Dally
• Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
•Self Serve - BYOB
•NAMA Approved

rant chains, brings a special blend of smiles, service and satisfac-

Starting up to:

good air? It was in the first two games.
Sadly, the game is also hard to control
while you're on the ground. Moving your
boarder around the track could be described
as sluggish at best. Turning is nearly impossible as your hoarder seems to nave two
modes of moving; straight and stopping.
If vou want to get to the other side of the
screen to gel to a jump, good luck. Just about
any attempt to make a quick movement can
result in your character spinning out to a
complete slop. Once you stop, it takes forever to gel going again, which means one small
mistake can pul you so far out of the race it's
impossible to I ome back.
One of the tew good aspects of the game is
the amount of races and courses. At lirsi
there .ire three mountains you can race on,
but more become a> ailable upon completion.
On each mountain there are six different
events you compete in, each with different
tracks. These include a Big Air competition,
(to see who can get the highest jump with the
most tricks.)
Ot course, it's next to impossible most of
the time. The halt-pipe is relatively fun, but
it's far too short. And if you wipe out once,
it's hard to get the speed to obtain good air
again.
The worst is the hideously bad slalom. In
this, for some unknown reason, going
through certain gates will penalize you.

We Care About
The Water You Drink

Taco Bell, one of the world's fastest growing quick service restau-

OCARINA OF

It* from rfTCBt. BG)
Reduce. Reuse. Recycle

135 N Main, Bowling Green
presents
with songs by:
Prince
Phish
UB40
Fastball
I L.
Romantics
Van Morrison
Semi Sonic
Led Zeppelin
Friday & Saturday
Will Smith
December 4 & 5
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Third Eye Blind
K.C. and the Sunshine Band
Jimmy Buffet
Sugar Ray
Smash Mouth
The Beatles
Violent Femmes
Chumbawumba
Bare Naked Ladies
Lenny Kravitz
Featuring Rob. formerly
REM
of Uncle Sandwitch
Sublime ... and more!!

70's Disco
.80's Retro
and 90's

We are an equal opportunity employer. M/F/V/H

I
'
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
SATURDAY
12:00

DECEMBER 5,1998
12:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

0w\

r.ntlMw FrwithAll Amvjvt Haw From Phdadekthia ftivfiiT

■

Bugs A Tweety

Bugs A Tweety

College Football Wesiem AiMotc Conference) Cdampenshs; Game - Teams TBA (Live) I

King Tim* X

Inside Stutl

Lighter Side

S)

[11 45) Christmas in the Heartland jerry oa«r Mir.inon

CD
03
CD
CD

Michigan

[Northern Exper

Under Ins Helmet (In Slereo) X

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

^^^^^^^^^\?^ZTtZZmkZH^^kZZ!*!Z!^Zi^^Z!!!Z!*i*<^^*^t

[Circular Saw

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age

|College Football: Kansas Stale vs. Te<as A»M

[Maximum Cov

|MeiimumCov.

|GoH Father/Son Challenge Vero Beach. Fia(Live) X

Hometime:Col

[Know Your Fire [Jacques Pepin's Dessert Techniques (In Slereo) X

|USGA SpedM I

$1.25 Fare

1 Improve Vow Life Using the Wisdom ol the Ages Traovtonal ways lo lead a better Me

This Old House

Vankee Shop

Homers-Wkshp

Think Fast X

Movie:««» "?»Sireer(199i.Comedy-Orama)DannyAiello.

■ I'M) Antiques

For Elderly, Disabled Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Robert Wells: Swedish Keyboard

|Earih: Final Conflict (In Siereol I Xona: Warrior Princess (In Slereo)

Neturaf History Collectibles

Natural History Collectibles

Uovie: M 'Thumtxkni" (1994. Fantasy) Voces ol Jodi Benson, Charo. Movie: eee "March of me Wooden S«»»rs"(l934) Slan Laurel

[Viper "Once a Con" (In Slereo) X

Home Improve. [Home Improve.

h.tnsitl.[). Card Required*
•Available at Grant's AdminiMr.-nw - oiiiit 354-6203
T
Discount Taxi Tickets Available. Please Call 354-6203 For Information.
T

Children Ride Free*

CABLE STATIONS
-

AMC

Mode: eei'7 "My OaninoCnmentiw (1948)
[Daily Show |Ri

[Movie:... The Egyptian-I i9S4r/Vi'untortunate physician mrosters to an aiingpharaoh. llaSi^i7^Tbano(^llS*^<9S!ca<!^)Car^3nl

COM

Daily Show (R)

wsc

Our Favorite Fun Food (R)

Gallagher: The Bookkeeper (R)

PbKOeefy News [Storm Warning! Mystery Univ.

Mystery Univ

ENC

(11.25) Mow: "Greal-floKwy"

Movie: ■• Te*»0eard""|>983) Graham Chapman.

Movie: ee'i "The AcVenfuresof MaoandOfrs"(l989] Movie: »•'> "The Frisco K«" (1979. Comedy) Gene Wider. I

ESPN Coiiege Basketball Temple at Indiana. (Live)
[Heathclifl
FAM Real Ghostbstrs IHarveytoon
HBO

Movie: ••« "Ferns Boeder's Day OfT(1986) PG-13'

HIST

Teles ol the Caw (Ft)

MTV

Model Minion

sc

Snow Zone

[Model Mission

Movie: •» "Three Anigos''|'986. Comedy) Chevy Chase, Steve Martin Absolutely Fab. [Absolutely Fabulous Magazine"

1 Bad Dog

Roed to Infamy: Cntdown

Model Mission

Fashionably Loudest Artists of All Time (In Stereo)

1 Model Mission

TOON Mow:... -DairyDi/» sa/ac*£ius/e'S"(l988)VoicesolMelBI»nc
USA Baywatch "Talc Show" (In Slereo) Figure Skating Impiov-lce. (R)

SATURDAY
1 6:00 1

6:30

[Air Combat "The Fighters

iHometime

Cli-

[CBS News

Roed Rules

[Roed Rules

College Basketball
Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R)

Home Again (R) [Home Again |R) Mysteries ol Magic

jScooby Ooo Meets the Boo Brothers

1

1

7:30

8:00

I

Behind the Music "Jan & Dean"

1

1 10:00 1

8:30

9:00

1

9:30

[Behind the Music Ton. Orlando"

[Martial Law 'Diamond Fever I

10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

Walker. Texas Ranger ..in Slereo)

©
09

Sinatra: OH the F •cord

Lawrence Welk Family Christmas (In Slereo)

It's a Wonderful Red Green Christmas (In Slereo) X [Sessions at West 54th (In Stereo)

Robert Weis

Lawrence Welk Family Christmas (In Slereo)

Bun Bacharach: One Amazing Night (In Slereo) X

m

Hercules: Legendary Jmys.

CD
SD

(5 00) Natural History Colleclibles

Showbiz Collection

Showbiz Collection

Hollywood Christmas Parade (In Stereo)

Movie:*** "^VhifeCnnsrmas"(i954)Fourentenainersiryiosaveaninnkeepertromruti. INewsX '

New York Undercover "Mate" X

[Go to Tiedtka s

ICollege Football Southeastern Conterence Championship Game - Teams TBA (Uvel X

(CashExplosion Movie: •• "Geffaig Even rVifh0M"|i994.Comedy)Macaulay Cuikm X [Profiler Perfect Helen' (In Stereo!

V.I.P. (R) (In Stereo)

Cops "Atlanta"

ICope "Nashville" America's Most Wanted

IKeepingUp

"Celebrating lo Years of Public Transportation**

Display Personals

News 5:

"tmagrw. Len"

NewsX '

Sat. Night Live
Blizzard of '7«

Grpqoncn Ch.inl Sonqs

IX-Files "Leonard Belts (In Slereo)

Mad TV (In Stereo) I

"We love you
guys!"

CABLE STATIONS
AIK

Movie: HtTHM Rainbow" 11968. Musical) Fred Asian, Pelula Clark. Tommy Steele

CON

Bob Me/gent

DISC

Ultimate Code "Horses' (R)

ICrWc

[Movie: .'i "Easy Come. Easy Go"(1967. Musical)

Movle"*T*^t

Comics Come Home (R)

Young Comedians (Ft)

Aspen Comedy Festival IR)

South Park (R:

FBI files Above the Law" (R)

WM Diecovery "Giant Oner" |R)

Helicopter Tech |R)

Justice Files

Bother rafOwc*"(1!
|Bob-Margaret

Rmber WENN

Drama)

Com.-Presents

HBO

Movie: »•» "CracoolleOondee"(l9e6. Comedy) Paul Hogan 'PG-13'
History Undercover (R)

Save Our History: Star-Banner

MTV

Road Rules

Model Mission

1 Road Rules

Model Mission

New Detectives: orensic Science

Movie:.* , -Al«n Resumecfion "(1997) Sigoumey Weaver 'R'X

Movie: •**'r -rne Full Monty" 11997) Robert Cartyle [Shock Video 6

Christmas Unwrapped

History's Lost and Found R, 11

1 History's Lost and Found (R) I

Model Mission

Fashionably Loudest Artists ol All Time (R) (In Stereo)

1 Model Mission

Sports News
Football Wkly
Cavs Greatest Games
SC College Basketball
SCiFi Mystery Science Theater 3000 (Ri Movie: ««'i "Mazes and Mowers "(I98S. Suspense) Tom Hanks.
Mysteries ol Magic
Skychase
TLC Mysteries ol Magic
TNT

(5 00) Movie: •••• "Jaws' (1975. Honor) Hoy Schemer. Robert Shaw.

1 FOX Sports News

VH1

Pop-Up Video

[Pop-Up Video

[Hollywood t Vinyl: Disney's 101

SUNDAY DECEMBER 6,1998
I 12:00 1 12:30 1 1:00

1:30

Rock-Roll Jeo.

1

IRock-RollJeo.

2:00

2:30

Ken.McDutl

Skychase (R)

j Ronald Defeojr Gieateet Magician: Houdini

Movie:

IBehind the Music "John Denver"

1

FOX Sports News
Mystery Science Theater 3000 (R)

Movie:** 1 .V."j:s EatingGn'bertG"ape"|1993.Drama)JohnnyDepp,. utiettelewis

3:00

1

3:30

1

**JM

Send a special message for all the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!

History's Lost end Found .R; X
Fashionably Loud Miami - R)

Movie: *** "B>)"(1988.Comedy)Tom Han«s. ELzabeih Perk:ns.

Movie: ••' i BaK'OWS. Adventure) Voices ol Kevin Bacon
TOON Movie: ••« "An American rair(i986) Voices of Phillip Giasser
US* Movie, ». -Kindergarten Cop' (1990. Comedy) Arnold Schwarzenegger. Movie: *** "Three Men antJaBaty ('987. Comedy) Tom Seiecv

-Jana and Megan

Comedy Halt

Movie: ••• Emma (1996. Comedy) Gwyneth Paltrow (in Slereo) X
Movie: »• • In me Name ol (he Father (1993) Daniel Day-Lewis. X
ENC Movie: ••> "fresh Horses "(1968. >aTa Molly Rngwald (In Slereo)
[College Basketball North Carolina tale at Duke. (Live)
| College Basketbell Arkansas at Ok stain iLve1
ISportscenteriT
ESPN PGA Golf: JCPenney Classic
Movie:«*'i"7heMan«ilheSanl»ClausSuif"(1979)FredAs!a«e
[Movie:... "Christmas Eve"|i9S6.Drama)LoreitaYoung (InSlereo)
FAM Movie: •• ■Cswnee'11990. Comedy) Robert Carmine (In Stereo)

HIST

Size shown above: 2 column x 2" = $20
Size shown below: 1 column x 3" = $15

IMovie: ***'i Eargo"(1996)FrancesMcDormand.
'TheManCa«ed/rnifsfone"(t966i Vo«esol AanReed.

The Net Pandora s Box" X

La Femme Nil.il. "Fnend" i.R) X

Behind the Music' Snana Twan"

Behind the Music "Sleme Nicks"

4:00

1

4:30

I

$-M

1

Roses are Red,
Violets are Blue,
My Heart will Always
Belong to you!

5:30

BROADCAST STATIONS
NFL Football New England Pairots at Pittsburgh Steeleis From Three Rivers Stadium. (Uve) I

NFL Football Kansas City Chefs at Denver 8'oncos. (Lrve) I

Stan Joplin

IPaid Program

College Basketball ChixJren's Chanty Foundation Tournament - Maryland vs Stanford X Bowl Champ.

PGA Qost: JCPenney Ciasst - Final Round From Tarpon Spings. Flat.

s>

Toledo Storm

jTBA

Broadcast

TBA

Golf Famei-'Son Challenge. Veto Beach. Fia (Live! X

g>
0D
S3
CD
•B

Greatest Gifts Our Children

Week-Business

McLaughlin

0
tD

NFL Today 1

Woodwnght

ITBA

1 Paid Program

| Story of Kwanzaa

Making Vour Dreams Come True

I Market-Market

Home Cooking

|Am. Woodshop This Old House [Joy of Cooking (in Slereo)

Fox NFL Sunday (In Slereo) I

|\H(i IJVI inltymjlion n
njiljhk- ID hffC punt
jnd ,iudn> Upc f(>rmji
upon request

Outer Limits X

NewsX

College Football: Big 12 Champ. - Kan. St. vs. Texas A»M
TBA

B.G. Taxi
352-0796

rhii wrsice is l*irumed in punt Iruin
inifwralin).' MIlltMC* rr.inl from
ODOTAFTA

Movie: • .' i "The Land Before Time" (1988) Voices of Pat Hrgie.

[Behind the Music "Meat Loaf" (R)

IER Full Moon. Saturday Night" X lEarly Edition "Nest Egg" X

NBC News

Service Am BowlingGnn
PI.JSC let driver ir-ow ho*
nuny pcrwwn will
he nding

Movie: "DeadHusbands"(1996. Suspense)N«oHette Sheridan X

ff)
m

News!

KiNimiol Hours on Holidays

Sworn to Secrecy (R)

BROADCAST STATIONS
News it

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday

[Movie:... 'Es<^Fromajealnu'(1979,Advantufe Clint Eastwood. Patrick McGoohan. Movie: ...» "Jaws '(1975)

1 Behind the Music "Boy George"

1

Movie: • •': Adventures xlBahysifling"!! 987) X

Masters of War
Fashionably Loud Miami

Home Sewy (R) IHome Savvy (R) Hometime

»

Van w/Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Seating

Pinocchio's Christmss

College Basketball Nevada-Las Vegas at Anrona Stale. (Live)

Behind the Music' Gkxia Estelan

7:00

|3 Friends. Jerry Countdown (R)

Welcome to Parados "The W«mer" Movie: •« "/nightmares" (1983. Horror) Cnstina Ravies. Em« Esfevez.

Mom: "A Fan caJed rVancB (1988) A London lawyer gets moed up vntti iewel mmes.

(11 30) Behind the Music |R)

Waller Melon

Movie: •• "lheBeaufoanaricffheBea»f"(i997)Fran0reschei.'PG'I Inventors' Specials (In Slereo) X

Son: Milan uour Classic - Third Round. Sun City. South Africa

[Absolutely Fab.

[Mysteries of the Unexplained (R)

PGA Golf: JCPerney Classe

[Monster Farm

Weapons at War Bombers" (R)

,

VH1

Anatomy of an Alien (R)

[College Football UCLA at Miami (Lrve)
Mouse Monster [Eeklstraveg.

Sliders Lpschaz Live1' (In Stereo)
SCI Fl (11 00) Movie: ~GttE»mtr
Home
Again
(R)
[Home
Again
i
R)
Men-Tooftelts
|Men-Toolbelts
TLC
TNT

iDiscover Maguine |fl|

*4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, with an Adult
Children Must Ride in Child KeMraint Seals Provided

NFL Postgame

Collectible Knives

Movie: •• /Jorfra«of»Kii«"(t996. Suspense) JermiforGrey.

Movie:..'i Wwi a Man Loves a Woman" (1994) Anoy Garcia

Happy
Anniversary
Mike!

[Andre Rieu: The Christmas 1 Love

Lawrence Welk Holidey Special Great Momenls and Memories

NFL Football Detron Lions at Jacksonville Jaguars From Alltel Stadium (In stereo Uve) X

(11 00) Attic Auction

[McLaughlin

[figure Skating: World Team Championship X
Collectible Knives

Love Always, Angie

|SUr Trek: The Next Generation X Star Trek: The Next Generation X

CAf3LE STATIONS
AMC

Movie:... PowafinSJaa"(i960.Suspense)LanaTumer.I

Movie. ..'? Thoserar?fasficF,yingFcors"(1967.Comedy)Burllves.

COM Movie: ••• "The Return of me PIT* Panther" (1975) Peler Sellers
[IntoUnknown |Strange-True
DISC IMmNGuide Horses'(R:

Movie: ..',- "Love Lerre's (1983. D-amal Jams Lee Cult's

Young Comedians (R)

Aspen Comedy Festival (P.

Young Comedians (R)

Comics Come Home (R

Would You Believe It (R)

Beyond Bizarre (R)

UFOs Over Phoenix (R)

Survive III (R|

Movie:... 'A League ol Then Cwn"( 1992. Comedy) Geena Davis X
ENC (i040)Movie: IMovie: ..'> "moseOanng YounoMenn Then Jaunty Jaiooei (1969) IMovie: *«• The Purple Hose of Camj"(1985)I
Women's College Soccer: NCAA Cnamo<nsn<; - Teams TBA
Shooting Sots. [Women's College Basketball E ,!e Four - Duke vs Tennessee ,Live
IW. Cup Skiing
ESPN (11 CO! Sunday NFL Countdown
(Bad Dog
Monster Farm 1 Walter Melon
13 Friends, Jerry 1 Pee-wee Play.
Movie:.. "To Grandmotrers House We Go "11992) Mary-Kale Olsen lYear Without a Santa Claus RI
FAM Eeklstraveg.
Movie: ••• 'Garaca"(l997 Science Feuon) Elhan Hawke •PG-tTI
HBO (1115) Movie: Addams famiv"
!History s Lost and Found (R) X
HIST (1100) Movie: •••• "i*ufu"(t964. Adventure) Stanley Baker
Fashionably Loudest Artists ol All Time IR) (In Slereo)
MTV Fashionably Loud Miami (R)
SC

NHL Cool Shots Links

New Edge Ri
SC, Fi C-Net Central
TLC Home Sewy >R| Home Savvy H
TNT

Got! Milton Do"ar Class* - F«iai Round. Sun City. South Alnca.
Webi.R

Road Rules

Road Rules

Real Worlds

IRosd Rules

[Road Rules

Between the Medneei (R)

Beebejuice

Super Friends

Behind the Music R) (In Stereo)

IBehind the Music 1968"(R)

I

7:00

I

7:30

Godzilla

I

8:00

[Need lor Speed (R)

ITaz-Mania

I

8:30

IBehind the Music' Billy Joer(R)

I

9:00

I

9:30

|Road Ahead

Taz-Mania

Movie: »• The Love Machne"(197i Drama) John Phillip Law

IBehind the Music (R) (In Steieo)

[Real World X

IMovie: "Star TreklV. 1T» Voyage Home" (1986) X

Movie:. «'i TY7tafs£ainj(3iibMGrar»"(i993.Drama)jWnnyDepp,Jul»tleLewis

jAddams Family | Roed Rovers

[Movie: "MyGirr"

Figure Skating: Grand Slam

Movie: eee'r "FarDO"(1996, Comedy-Drama; Frances McDormand

VH1

6:36

Save Our History: Star-Banner

Supersonic Dreams (R)

Movie: *• "Once Is Not Enough"(1975. Drama) Kirk Douglas. Alexis Sm*. On Stereo)

I

History's Lost and Found |R) X

jMovie: *• Star Trek V The Final Frontier" (1989. Science Fcon) W«iam Shainer I

USA

SUNDAY
I 6-M

Movie:... The EirsrtVrresClUb"(1996)'PG'I

History's Lost and Found (R) X

Future Cars New cars mat are kghier and more luel-efficient. (R)

In the Heat of the Night:

TOON New Scooby Doo Movies

ICoolTech(R)

Talked lo Death |R) (In Steieo) I

10:00 1

i

1 Baby Boom"

[Bugs Bunny 1 Daffy

Movie: .* -Jacquetfv Susann's Valley ol :ne DoHs"

IBehind the Music "Steve N«ks

|

Come to 204 West Hall to
place your ad! Or call
372-6977 for more
information.
ITS BURSARABLE!

IBehind the Music (Ri in Slereo)

10:30 1 11:00 1

11:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

<D
CD

ffi

Q>

ffi
ra
CD
S3

NFL Football: Ch*1s al Bron,

[60 Minutes (In Ste'eo! I

News S

ABC Wld News

Pooh end Christmas

NBC News

Dateline (to Slereo. I

Andre Rieu

Nature John Denver Let This Be a Vace" (In Slereo) Bun Baclwach. One Amuing Night (In Stereo) I
Monty Roberts-Horse Whisp.

Seinfeld X

[Friends X

Beauty and fhe Seas'

[That 70s Show [X-Files "Dreamland" X

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine iR, X [New York Undercover (In Steieo) [News X
Movie:... ■*

wiCade'(t96t.Drama)Ang«0ickn5on

Daily Show (R)
Justice Files (Ri

Movie:.'i "TheCrow C«vofAnjeis"(t996. Drama) [Movie... Dead Calm" 11988) Sam Neil I

(5 «)Movie:... "«yG«r(i99l) MacauiayCukr
Greet Ships IR)

MTV

Fashionably Loud Miami (R

Fashionably Loudest Artiste ol All Time R- .In stereo)

Soccer English premier League •• Teams to Be Announced
Figure Skating [Extremists R
SC
[Amazing Stories Earth2 F,rsiContact"!
SCiFI 14 Xi Movie: Star Tret IV The Voyage Homes
Bermuda Triangle
TLC Hurricane Andrew - Ground Zero 'How'd They Do That?
5.30) Movie:... "'SjOyBcOT'llM'.ComeaylDianeKeaton

VH1

i

IjaoMrjaw

4 30: Mow: JacoueWe-Oe*"

Animaniacs

[Behind the Music Madonna "(A) (In Slereo)

I

[Scooby Doo

WWF Sunday Night Heat I

[Fanatic iR)

[Tes Avery

9

acinc Blue "Broken Dreams' X

[Behind the Muete "John Mellencamp" (R) (In Stereo)

Hielory Undercover (R;

[True Action

Marian ■ No. 1s Manah Carey IR) (In Slereo)

Goto'Deep

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

Allen Nation (In Slereo) X

SigMings (B) (In Stereo) I

Space: Above and Beyond X

ftrasaal The facts and fiction that surround peales

Movie Hou*i."(i99e Bog-aphy) ohnjjhcn Schaech. X
Fllntstones X

Movie:... "Gatfaca-(I997| Elhan Hawke PG-13"

Sacrifice at Pearl Harbor R.
Fanatic (RI

[Sportscenter X

[Holidey Greetings From the Ed SuJrvan Show (In Slereo)

Kids Are Punny Movie:... ConfacC(igg7) A devoted scwit« heats a message Irom outer epacs 'PG'
TefeeoftheGuniRi

[Upright Citiien

Movie: The Puipie Hose ol Can'

NFL Football Chicago Beats al Minnesota Vtjngs From the Huoen H Humphrey l*atrodome. (Live) I

Air Force One: A History R

ToonHeede

[Tom and Jerry

n

s\\

S3

a£

&

Movie:*.. -Promrse Her Anything-11966. Comedy) WanenBeatty

Secret D-Oey

HBO

zv.

#

Home Improve. [Transition

Hi-Fi Party

HIST

T00t» Hong Kong

[Sports Xtra

WM Diecovery: Tiger

WghtChristmas Movie: "L*e Faiher. L*e Santa"(1998. Comedy) Gary Coleman I

<*>>

Mystery! Poirot'"DumbVI4ness'

Our Favorite Fun Food |R|

NFL Primebme

4B»

Pensac oleWing

Walker, Texas Ranger (In Slereo)

Movie:... "7nefloi^HnrrorP«aureShOW"(1975)TrnCuny.

Movie: •• "Deal of the Century (1993. Comedy) Chevy Chase

(*■

Siskel 4 Ebert

[News!

Young Comedians (R)

[U.S.S. IndMnapoh - Tragedy

rfffr

-it

Gemstoiifi

Star Trek: The Next Generation K [Star Trek: Voyager .In Stereo* X

[Soottscentsf
ESP'I W. Cup Skiing [ESPNews
FAM Movie: An Ail Dogs Christmas Carol (19981

USA

[X-Files "Ascension" X

Gemetones

j**

Baclwach: One tmaiing Night

[Feet of Flames (In Slereo)

Great Performances Cais" A specialty staged television verser of the Broadway musical' Cats" (In Stereo)

Annabelle's Wish (R) {In Slereo) X Simpsons I

News 1

| Practice "Stale of M«id "(In Slereo) News 1

20/20 X

[Movie:.. , a/C'eax"('995iA.n Wrcan monkey carries a lethal virus to California X

(5 00, Collectible Knives

COM Young Comedians (R)
DISC Wild Ridee II IRI

TNT

Movie: "The CMstmas n%f>"(!998. Drama) Ne4 Patrick Herns X

NemI

AMC

ENC

Touched by an Angel Venice" X

ER i

t-

BG
NEVVS

Deadline 2 days prior to
publication by 4:00.

4 &

»

Bermude Triangle

Movie: 'rfouoinr(l996. Bcgrapny) lohnathonSchaech (InStereo)!
Johnny Bravo

[Cow 1 Chicken

| Days Until f
| Christmas |
# Break! #

•owerputt Girts | Dexter • Lab

Silk Slatkings "Behnd the Music"

La Femme NHuU "Grey" (R) X

The Net "Pandora's Box" (R) X

Behind the Music R E M " (R)

Storytellers "RE M." (In Stereo)

Behind the Musk "R E M' |R)

44f§ai#4#ti
nRnnnnnn
■

^

i
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'Bug's life' improves over this fall's 'Ante'
By JAMES ELDRED
The BG News
Many people
;will see the pre• views for A Bug's
.Life and immediately think of
■Antz, the other %
computer-animat;ed bug movie that came out this

Jail.
But do not mistake the two,
:because they are both drastically
-different movies. While Anlz was
really a Woody Allen movie disjguising itself as a kid's movie, A
.Bug's Life is really a cartoon.
■ However, it is just as good as
■Anlz.

'. David Foley is the voice of
| Flick, a nerdy ant that's always
: making inventions and coming
; up with ideas that never work.
One day, he really makes a mess
"of things by losing the entire harvest that the ants laid out for the
grasshoppers, who threaten
them with death every year if
they don't do so.
Without
the
food,
the

grasshoppers deliver an ultimatum: harvest twice the food by
the end of the season, or else. The
leader of the grasshoppers is
beautifully voiced by Oscar-winner Kevin Spacey.
Flick then has the idea to go to
the "big city" (a ditch under a
trailer) and look for warrior bugs
that will help them fight. Anxious to get him away from the
colony, the princess (Julia LouisDreyfus) agrees and sends him
on his way, never expecting him
to come back.
Of course, through a series of
mishaps he returns, this time
with a bunch, of circus bugs
including a talking stick voiced
by David Hyde Pierce, and a
ladybug played by Denis Leary.
Together, Flick and the circus
bugs try to engineer a plan to
stop the grasshoppers from taking all their food. At the sarrte
time they must try to cover up
the fad that they have absolutely
no idea what they're doing.
About the only similarity
between this movie and Anlz are
the main characters. In both
movies, the main ant is an out-

A Bug's Life
Woodland Mall Cinema 5
Starring: Voices of David Foley,
Kevin Spacey and Denis Leary
NOW say*: Great voice-overs
and beautiful illustrations differentiate this film from Anlz

*•*

1 Mir: JU* go to (he bar
2 Man. go to t» bar «rat
3 Mara: movia, twn bar
4 Mara: monk. Irian mov* again

sider that, while trying to save
the colony with his bizarre way
of thinking, changes the way the
colony is run and hopes to win
the affections of the princess.
However, everything else is
completely different, especially
the plot. While Anlz was more of
a social commentary with some
jokes for kids thrown in, A Bug's
Life is the exact opposite. There
are only a few jokes that are
aimed at adults. This is primarily
a kid's movie
The animation is A Bug's lift
easily surpasses Anlz is mam
ways. While they did not make
the bugs look like the actors that

Photo provided
Flik and his circus bug crew discuss their options in the Disney's
voiced them (like in Anlz), they the evil Hopper, switching
do look spectacular. Almost all between deceivingly calm and
the bugs are bright, colorful and totally psychotic is less than a
incredibly detailed. The "mon- second. He is also animated
ster" of the film, a sparrow, looks beautifully. Every detail of him is
incredible. It looks surprisingly exaggerated to make him look
like a real bird and even moves even more menacing than the
rest of grasshoppers. He is one of
like one.
Kevin Spacey is fantastic .is the best villains of an animated

Conference draws comic
book lovers and artists
By JASON NELSON
The BG News

m

What do Television's Batman Adam
West, Playboy Mod; els, Japanese history,
! thousands of slightly nerdy and fan.it 1
: cal males, literary theory and Spiderman all have in common1
Well, sure they have vowels and con: sonants. And, yes, they are all cause* <>l
I curable foot diseases. But, for this brief
tirade, I am speaking of the Mid-Ohio
, Con.
Some geographical master named
; this convention. The Mid- Ohio Con. in
Columbus, Ohio, took place this past
weekend to celebrate all the wonderful
trappings of popular culture. There
Mrere television icons. There were tens, if
not hundreds of thousands, of comic
books. There were strategically altered
models flashing super-heroic poses, and
charging twenty bucks for the memory.
There were Star Treks, Star Wars, Star
Blazers and startled parents, another
product of the models. There were
artists, writers, sculptors, acrobats and
party hats. There was even fried cheese
there somewhere, although my lengthy
search following the smell only uncovered a few hygienically challenged individuals.
When Brandt, my photographer tide
kick, and I arrived at the Adam-Mark
hotel on Saturday morning, we were a
bit shocked to find hundreds of people
snaking through the lobby waiting for
tickets. Most of us don't think of comic
.books beyond our childhood experiences. Heck, most of us don't think of
comic books at all, except for the occasional fantasy about Wonder Woman
and the Hulk (What a crazy nighl that
would be, with lassos and green skin
flying everywhere.)

At this point let me say that I am a
comic book advocate. I say advocate
because this literary and artistic medium is far too often over-looked, misunderstood and generally laughed at by
the literate and illiterate public.
The comic book is and always has
been a sophisticated storytelling and
idea generation art. "What about Spiderman Underoos and Superman
I.unchboxes?" you snidely remark. As
with any artistic endeavors, there are
always various levels.
Some movies, for example, are aimed
at kids, some at adults, and some .11
overthrowing your puny capitalist corporate dictatorship. But I digress ...
With our media passes in hand.
Brandt and I sauntered up the escalator
to an amazing layout. Thousand of people were politely shoving each other
rooms and rows of colorful booths.
Imagine every business you can, involving comic books, multiply that by twenty, then divide by three point five.
One of the biggest rooms of the convention was for the comic book dealers.
This reminded me of those National
Geographic specials on Southeast Asian
marketplaces, except far less civil and
organized.
People were frantically sifting
through box after box of comics searching for that illusive missing issue, and
arguing at great lengths over price, condition and how many lime Warner
Brother's DC Comics will kill off Superman to boost sagging sales.
Each dealer, showcasing their most
expensive items, erected giant walls of
comic books. I'm not sure when comic
books became so expensive, but let's
look at a few figures to give you some
idea how expensive.
One was over $;00,000 (for Action
Comics #1, first appearance of Superman. Another was $20,000, for Amazing Fantasy #15 (first appearance of Spiderman) and another was $400 for Bone

th.it I've seen in a long time. And
he's definitely more menacing
than anything in Toy Story or in

Antz.
While A Bug's Life is aimed
toward children, people of all
ages will enjoy this movie. It's
funny, entertaining and looks
phenomenal.

^MkWUWWWMfc'

#1 (released just a few years ago, and a
damn good book.)
Of course, you can always be cheap,
like Brandt and I, and just buy the damaged comics in the 25 cent bin. Sure,
they look like someone used them to
wipe up after a puppy, but then we're
not really collectors. Instead we buy
comics lor what they .ire created for,
reading and re-reading and then giving
in someone else to read.
Beyond the selling, buying and
yelling moms were others filled with
comic book artists and writers. Some
artists commanded long lines of people,
with armfuls ol comics needing to be
signed, and sketch-books wanting to be
filled.
Other artists and writers, usually the
most creative, innovative and talented
by my standards, simply sat and
watched the whole moving human circus. These were the folks Brandt and I
approached. There
was Stan Sakai, the
creator writer and
artist
of
Yusagi
Yojimbo. .1 fabulous
comic book about a
rabbit Samurai sel in
Japanese history.
Not only does he utilize an interesting artistic style, but he also does an
incredible amount of academic research
to keep his character's life and adventures historically accurate. I've been a
follower of this comic book for many
years, and am constantly amazed at the
comic's ability to take me into places,
times and lives I hadn't imagined existed.
Another arlisl Mark Schultz, creator,
artist and writer of Cadillacs and
Dinosaurs and XenofiliVs is someone
whose creations have taken
him into the worlds
of
animation,

A Bugs Life.

BG News Photo/BRANDT FUNDAK
A happy conference member points to his various products.
music, computer games and literacy
theory.
Mark SchultZ is one ot those comic
book creators whose work 1 have
always marveled al and admired. Many
of his comics are masterpieces of multilayered Storytelling, And remember
these are stones told through panels of
art .is well .is captions and dialogue.
Many of the comic celebrities you
wouldn't recognize for their names, but
rather their creations: Archie, Funky
Winkerbean, Superman, X-Men, Castle
Wailing. Donald Pink, Spiderman, Batman. Legion of Supetherdes, Friends of
LuLu. and on and on.
Perhaps the greatest testament to the
comic book fan's love for the medium,
was the small press area. When I sav
small press, I mean verv, very small. In
fact most ol these folks print less than a
thousand comics.
And they are losing enough money to
require second and third jobs on top of
their publishing endeavors. Some had
driven up to ten hours, paid for display
table space, put up with request after
request for freebies, just so they could
sell and advertise their self-published
books.
These small presses are where all
good comics are born. Before Marvel

was 1 bankrupt corporate gianl, before
DC comics was a properly of Warner
Brothers and made bad movies with
Jack Nicholson they were small presses,
creating comics just for the joy of creating.
Before we left, Brandt tried to get a
liner for the Bowling Green radio station
from Adam West. There, crouched
between a bevy of playboy models and
his old TV. arch enemy The Riddler, sat
T.V.'s Batman.
He looked rather bored and constantly glanced over shoulder. I suppose he
did this either out of paranoia toward
his old enemy, or he was making plans
on how to use his cap to seduce one of
the models.
Watching him there signing photography after photograph, responding to
praises with a grunt or slight was e, I
couldn't help but feel sorry for him. The
guy stars in a campy television show in
the '60s, is canceled after a few seasons,
then has to relive the entire experience
lor the rest of is life. Brandt never did
get the liner for the station. I guess his
agent and bodyguards were there, and
threats had been made against Adam
West for his nasty remarks about the
drinking habits of the Penguin and the
sexual orientation of Robin.

AMERICA READS - BG

^ IT'8 TIME TO THINK ABOUT
FINDING A GREAT APARTMENT
FOR NEXT YEAR...
AND WE'VE GOT ONE FOR YOU'.
CHECK OUT THE BEST APARTMENTS IN BG!
Mid Am Manor

Ashdon Apartments

-641 Third St.

-836 Scott Hamilton

-702 Third St.

-850 Scott Hamilton
Schmeltz Rental Properties
-702 E.Wooster

-839 Fourth St.
Charlestown Apartments

-710 Scott Hamilton
-730 Scott Hamilton

-620 Third St.

Now Hiring for Spring Semester!
Tutors are needed to help teach children how to read.
Flexible scheduling - you choose your hours.
Hiring ends January 18,1999
Must be Federal Work Study eligible.

-122 Frazee Ave.

Call or stop by our office today!
MM Am Management • 641 Third St. Suit* 4 BO • 352-4380

Come in to the office to sign up. We're located in office #531 in the
Education building. Phone: 372-2331
\

{
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EARTH FRIENDLY food.
Alternatives n now carrying flour, juice, riot
and other oroanic and cruelty-free p/ocery
ilama. Yat, wa iWi hava "witch stufT-taro.. mcenae. crystals, herbs, oils, etc Call 352-SEED
(352-7333) tor mto.

Classified
Ads

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK
Sand pi per-Beacon Baach Risofl
Panama Cily Baach, Florida
From $159 par paraon
3Poola
1 Indoor Pool
La2y River Rlda
Huga Baachalda
HottubSuilee-upIo (0 people
Tiki Bar
Homaoliha
Wortd'a Longaat Kag Party
Drink Fraa
Draft bear all waak ml covar
Fraa Into • 1-600-488-M2I
www.aandplparbaacon.com

372-6977
Tnt BG N*»* •ill mK knownifh jurt" aj>cn»«nvn»
itul Ji*4.'nmtrulr m nxounnji' •littTUiurhMMi JfVfxl
anv IT»JIVHJUJJ ut Biwpon ihr ►**.,. "I m
irwU. rrltgioa. nMxMul ungia. -id i-ncmanon. duahlMy. tUMi « A vttm*.«« «w tht r*m> nl «i> other
bf«lly
The BG News www itur nghi in dnhnr Ji<c»nnnuc
or revue «v advent jerrwet MKII J» thwe tomvJ u> he
dtfamHiwy. I»km» in (actual two ri«Or*lin( cv IJIK
IB ruiurt All a»J vein ten MM air »uh)«i •» nlum|| -ind

WANTED
i Hate or Female subleaser needed tor sp.
semester cheap rant, own room, 1 block
from campua, prlv. parking.Call Tracy @
3S3-4174.
1 female subleaser needed for Sp. Semester.
Own room, prvt. parking, 1 btok from campus, rent negol. 353-4174 ask lor Tracy
1-2 subleaser s needed lor spring '99
t34(Vmo. Ctose to campus Call 3S3 6079.
2 SUBLEASERS NEEDED SPRING SEMES
TER. NEW FRAZEE APTS. $185 A MONTH.
close to campus. Cal I 354 -1616.

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZE'S
80s and 90s dance

CAMPUS EVENTS

2 subleaser* needed for spring semester. 2
bdmv. 1 1/2 bath turn apt. $S207mo. Contact
G-eq or Ken at 353-2355

Ur Bryn.
Good luck tomorrow and
remember I will be there to
support you through it all II
Big Heather

Gel involved in what is happening al BGSU
USG ganarai assembly meetings ara held
avary Monday at 7 30pri at i ISBA.
STUDENTS
Coma join us tor the "Growing Through GtW
Sanaa. Ne<t workshop: 'The Emotions of
Grieving" Workshop time 6-7:30pm, Mon.,
December 7 Location: Counseling Center, 320
Saddlemire Student Services. No advance registration necessary. GHjeswns'Call 372-2081

SERVICES OFFERED

UrJen

PERSONALS

A »1 SPRING BREAK
HOURS A HOURS OF FREE DRINKS'
Earn 2 FREE Trips A SMM
Ca noun. Jamaica. Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas
Lowest Prices/Best Meal Plan
1-aoO-426-77lOAwwwsunsplashtours.com

who we are
Your Secret Bigs
Delta Sigma PI

ft

Delia Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma Pi
Pledges
This semester has been great!
Only one more day so make
your Pledge Ed proud!
I love you guys1
Big Papa
Delta Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma Pi
DELTA SIGMA PI
TO ALL FALL 1998 PLEDGES
ARE YOU READY FOR SATURDAY?
REMEMBER EVERYTHING YOU'VE
LEARNED
THIS SEMESTER. AND WEIL SOON
CALL YOU BROTHER!
GOOD LUCK AT tNITIATIONI
-THE SECRET ROSE

When the
going gets
tough,
the tough
get the

Pi Beta Phi * Pi Beta Phi
The sielers of Pi Beta Phi
would hke to wish their
New Members the best of luck
tonight! We am thinking of you!
Pi Beta Phi "Pi Beta Phi

Apartment available tor spring semester.
$340/month Cal3547010

December Graduation ticket needed Cal Kate
23507

PIPHI* SigEp'PIPHI
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi
would hke to congratulate
Julie Sheppard on her
lavebenng to Josh Socknderl
PIPHI'SigEp'PIPHI

Desperate Dec. Grad looking lor subleaser to
share apt. Reasonable rent, close to campus.
Jan-May or Aug. Call 352-9688.

PI PHI "PI PHI* PI PHI
Congratulations to sister
of the week Wesley Homes'
PI PHI * PI PHI * PI PHI

Grad. taken needed. Can 373-0232.

Female sublessors needed tor Spnng Semester 90. Walking distance from campus. $150
mo. rent Call 354-5394.

Graduation ickets needed Win pay. Please
contact 352-5478.
Graduation tickets needed.
WIN pay.

Graduation tickets needed. Will pay $W Call
Stephanie at 354-9562.
Need 1 Grad Ttcfcel Willing lo pay Please call
Joan at 3723107.
Need 2 grad tickets (or more)
Willing to pay
419-424-1554
Need graduation tickets. Will pay. Call Jenny at
352^498

Round Tnp
Panama City
$109

Need graduation tickets. Will pay. Call Scon @
353-7440

Cal
Campus Travel
352 7889

One female subleaser needed tor spnng semester Own room. Close to campus. Cal Beth
0354-0496.

SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Reson-Spnng Break

Sublease lor spnng and summer (Dec-Aug)
Own room in LARGE house, washer, dryer.
basement, bar. $250 a month ♦ utilities.
354-4311 ask tor Mart

Headquarters Packages from $39.00 per person Closest to spinnaker and La Vela. Host ol
Sports Bull/and Beach Club. Call Now!
1 -800-224-GULF www.aprlngbraakhq.com.

TRAVEL GRAN'S TO STUDY ABROAD
Proposal forms for travel grants to study
abroad are available in the Center tor International Programa (noe Oftenhauer West) The
deadline is January 29. 1999 Cal 2-0478 with
Questions
Tuesday's at KAMIKAZE S
Swing is Here
Lessons from 9:30pm- 10:30pm
OJ Patrick Keenan
Spins swing music all night

Sublease needed. $495/mo. plus electric,
heat included, partially furnished. Call
352^487.
Subleaser needed. Haven House apts. Close
to campus. Own bdrm. Call Jeremy at
352 1476
Subleaser needed tor spnng '99 May '99 rent
already paid, clean 1 bedroom, many amenities. Close to campus. Urgent"" Call Kelly
(^3546729

Subleaser neoded 1 BDRM. Kitchen, living
room Close to everything $2807month plus uniittes. Call 354-4356.
Subleaser needed to share 3 bdrm house.
Rent $2S0Vmonth CaH Rob 353-4191.

Subleaser needed starting Jan. 1 1090. Own
rm. 230$ a month Use of washer A dryer. Contact 353 0588.

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into call 203-319-2802

PLEASANTVILLE

Sat Sun Wed Mat 2:00 4:30

, treatable, only 1 in 5 ever seeks treatment Why do so many |ust <l/au.

IrtPitaiyFlicIo

o( awareness of depression- as an illness and as the threat that it is to each and

Reservoir Dogs

Second, there's the unwarranted negative stigma attached to it

Fri 12 midnight only

You know, the mental' thing. It's time to collectively face depression. To know it's

R

, .» . Tor ATfn
SS at •

Evoy Saturday

eOiF A*«*?aC SSfON

12 Midnight

• 1 Giuve o* Suf-dp
Put--: S*rvce message -torn SAWE tSucos A*a,enessA/o»ces o» Educate"

1 female subleaser needed $225/mo Close
to campus: lots ol room. 1st mo. rent FREE
Call Cheryl, 354-0496.
2 bdrm. $47S/month. Only pay elec. Call
352-6498.
2 bdrm. furmshed apts
352-7454

'89 Muda 323 LX loaded 128.000 miles $2200
OBO CaH 352 4697.

DiBenedetto's is now hiring for spring semester All shifts, mainly lunches. Please bring
school schedule if applicable Apply 2-5 Mon Fn M32E Wooster.

•'"•1 Spring Break Specials!**"
Book Early A Receive a Free Meal Plan"1
Cancun A Jamaica $399. Bahamas $459.
Panama City $99 1-800 234 7007
www.endlesssummertours com

217 South College- 1.5 blocks from llanna
Hall. 3 8R House, tenants pay all ubl., sec
dep.. $525/mo. Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease.
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

Head Life Guard/Asst Head Life Guard
Summer 1999
Needed at Yogi Bear's Jeilystone Park in Mantua Onry 10 minuies from Sea World. Hourly
rate negotiable ♦ end of season bonus. (Life
guards also needed) No Irving facility. Send resume to:
Jelrystone Park
Ann: Andrea
3392 SR 82
Mantua. OH 44255
Interviewing done at facility
Local manufacturer has immediate openings
for dependable, hard working individuals Apply between 8am-3pm. 20584 Long Judson
Rd Weston.OH
Looking for a fun job during the Holiday Break?
We need extra help making toys for the spring
season. Full-time work plus.overtime available
on a flexible schedule. Good work habits could
land you a super part-time rob next semester.
Starting at $5 75 per hour. Apply MF.
8am-4pm at: Pinnacle Plastic Products. 425
Napoiean Road. Bowling Green. OH. Ask for
Rod Kirkpamck.

Looking for a babysitter m our BG home for 18
mo. old. 15-20 hnvwk. Flexible hrs. Resume ft
references read. Fax: 354-3096 Phone: (419)
277-2175.
PART TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Behavioral Connections of Wood County is
now hiring Part-Time workers for Residential
Services. Position involves direct care and supervision of mental health consumers, and
overseeing facility operations Shifts are tor
weekday evenings and daytime every other
weekend. Social work and Psychology majors
are encouraged to apply Send resume to 801
N College. BG. OH 43402. EOE

•"ACT NOWi RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR
SPRING BREAK 19991 PACKAGES TO
SOUTH PADRE (FREE MEALS). CANCUN.
JAMAICA. KEYWEST. PANAMA CITY
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6.
800-e38 6203WWWLEISURETOURS.COM
1990 1 door maroon Toyota
4- runner $9700

372-0268
AAAA»< Early Spring Break Specials" Bahamas Party Cruisel 6 Days $279> Includes Most
Mealsl Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Irom Florida' springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
AAAA*i Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica! 7
nights Air A hotel From $399! Includes Free
food, Dnnks. Parties! spn^breaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
AAAA.i Early Specials! Panama City! Room
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties'
Daytona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$129! Cocoa Beach $149' springbreaktravel.com 1 •800-678-6386.
AAAA+I Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses m the US recognized by the Council of Better Business Bureaus for outstanding
ethics m the marketp'ace' sp ring breaktravel com 1-800-678-6386
Hondas $i00-$500
Police Impounds
Hondas. Chevys, Jeeps A Sport
Utilities MUSTSELLi'
1-800-522-2730x4558
Panama City Spring Break Specials1 Plan
NOW A Savei Boardwalk Beach Resort, Holiday Inn Sunspree' 7 Nights, Parties. Free
Drinks from $119-$199" sprmgbreaktravel.com
1 800^78 6386
Solid Oak Living Rm A Bdrm furniture. Sofa
bad. tul-size bed. dresser, chest A more. Cal
354-3952

FOR RENT
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES
Norbalt Rubber Company, a OS9000 registered manufacturer ol polymer products for the
automotive industry has openings. We offer a
competitive wage with an incentive plan, based
on individual effort Also provided is a benefits
package that includes: health, dental, prescription, vision, life insurance, pension, and 40i(k)
plans. Paid vacations and holidays ara also
furnished benefits. You must be able to work
any shift. Manufacturing experience is preferred A pre-empioyment drug screen is required. EOE. Applications will be taken Monday, 12/7/98 through Friday. i2/ii/98rrom
8.30am oil 4:00pmat
Norbalt Rubber
587 West Broadway
N. Baltimore, OH 45872

Apt for rent. 2 bedrm furn $400/mo 822 2nd
Si 354-6983
College Dnve 2 bdrm. apt. 2 mm from campus.
$400. util included. Pets allowed. Can
352-5951.
Desperately seeking grad student to take over
a lease until August. Great 1 bdrm. apt Very
new and clean, close to campus, on site laundry, off street parking, no pets. $350/mo. Call
Rachel (collect) at 816-796-2927.
Efficiency newly remodeled. Avail, now.
$300/mo. mcl all util Washer A dryer on promises For more info 354-9740/
Graduate student needed to take over lease for
spring semester. 1 bdrm; new. clean. A spacious Central air. off-street parking, on-site
laundry. No pets. $350vmo Can Stephanie
352-7584.
Hava your own apt. next to campus. 1 subleaser needed immediately. Call 352-2714.
leav a message.
Houses A Duplexes for 1999-2000 school
year. 1 to 3 person homes avail. • 12 month
lease only starting m May • Steve Smith
352-8917
Houses • 1,2. and 3 bedroom
furnished apts , for '99-'00
school year. 352-7454.
Large 2-bedroom duplex, i block from camput. Call 354-3947,
Need female subleaser for spring semester.
Cedarwood Apts.-Own room rent neg. Great
location, close to campus! AC A private parkmg. Please call 354-8367.
One bdrm sublease. 1250/mo 427 N Mam
Call Tracy at 373-1881.
Owner (fluent m Spanish) will share large furn.
house In BG with 2 students. Prefer grad. students, exchange students, professors. 3 room
suite f um. or unfurn. Avail, starting Jan. 2 burning fireplaces, laundry, large wooded lot. $300
inc. al util. Lve. massage after 8:00pm,
352 5523
Rooms for rent in BG home. Grad males prelerred Call 352-1631.
Subieaser needed tor spring semester. Own
room. $2S0/mo. Call 373-6040.

Georgetown Manner Apartment!
Available Fan 99 A Spnng 2000
800 3rd Street
i bedroom A 2 bedroom apts
Fully furnished. AC.
New Laundry Room, no pets.
9i/2Ai2mo leases
Reasonable rani
Gas heat, water A sewer included.
CaH 354 9740 for more details A appt

SUBLEASERS NEEDED!)
2-4 People, Avail. Jan-Aug
2Lg Bedrooms, Dishwasher
2 Car Garage, Lg. Back Deck
$525 * utilities
CALL: Ann 353-3455
Sublease's needed for summer '99 521 E.
Merry apts 2 large bedroom. $480Vmonrh CaH
354^)123
WILL PAY 1st MONTHS RENT.
Sublet unfurnished 2 bedroom apt. i 1/2 bath,
AC, dishwasher. 2 Parking Spaces Call collect
630-653-1726 or 419-352-8138

PREFERRED
NOW LEASING
'Spring and Fall 1999
Call Today!

352-9378

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

Management* Inc.
Mllltdilr Apts., 'bdrm Townhouse* very tpaCIOUJ.

full bsmi. 1-1? bath and car ports, 9 1/212 mo lease Suns u $900

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place • Mini Mall
Small Buildings Frontier Housing • Houses

All residents receive a membership to

Cherrywood Health Spa

PROPERTIES

TOBEY MAGUIRf EID
Nightly 7:00 9:30

themselves along or eventually soek relief through suicide'' First, there s the lack

r%JL r- f «r

1 Bedroom apartment to sublease for next semaster. Good location. Cal 353 3436

Management Inc.
Hilltdalr Apts., 2bdrm fins, very specKW., 9
foot ceiling, car port.. 9 1/2-12 mo leases
Starts at $610

(Indoor heattd swimming pool, sauna. Hydra Spa Whirlpool, compltie
exercise equipment, complete loekir room and \hower fantiiirU

of brain activity that makes life unbearable. And even thouqh oppression is

taken too many of us already.

"99-00 S Y • 2nd sem Lease 99'
Houses and Apts.
Listing Avail. 316 E Merry »3
Can mail listings
Please call 353-0325.

Toledo's fi Gentleman's Club is looking tor
exooc dancers. Let us show you how to make
lots of money in a fun ft eiotmg environment
Musi be 18. Apply m person, no exp. neces
sary 135 S Byrne Ra. Toledo 531-0079.

Subleaser ASAP through May Own bdrm,
bath, closets, free use of washer & dryer, cable
paid for, dose to campus. 354-0478.

Depression strikes millions- indiscriminately Depression is simply a suppression

challenge that's long overdue It s

Vallet parking attendants needed
In Cleveland A Columbus during
Dec. Excellent wage plus tips.
Parking Solutions 888-469-7690.

••99-00 S.Y Houses and Apartments
Listings Available
316 E Merry S3
VVil mail listings
Please caH 353 0325
Plus 1 male needed to
Srwe2bdrm.api.
Own room, spring semester 1999

FOR SALE

Sub»easerneedeO.Ownroom.3S3-5i90

The last challenge
of a socially
conscious society?

Sales position for Tru Green Chemlawn.
$8AV 4 commission to start. Ful A part lime.
advice on lawn care ft continuous training provided. Serving customers A previous contracts
Must have good driving record and be proficient m problem solving and customer service
Come by or call, ask for Dan 12401 Eckel Rd.
Perrysburg OH. 43552. (419) 874-5004.

DaJnVil

Subleaser needed lor spring semester Will get
own room $2SQ/mo .elec Call352-3n6.

USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students-All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requremenls.
Now accepting applications
Call! 800-892-7318

mess, not a weakness. And it's a

DAYS INN is looking for 3rd shift employment
u:00pm-7am. 4 days/wk. Please call
352-5211 or atop in for an application

MAUMEE Family is looking lor child careFriday mornings from 7.30 am to noon - darling 18 month old boy Looking for experienced
candidate with two references Starting salary
at $6 an hour. Call Susan Booth at
(419)891-9202.

Subleaser needed immediately tor Spnng semester. House on Wooster St $250/mo. Cal
B.II at 353-1290.

HELP WANTED

every one of us

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT Worke-so-vn
up to $2,000 ./month (wAps A benefits).
World Travel! Land-Tour fobs up to
$5.000-$7.00O'summer.Askushowl
517^36-4235 EH C55441

Looking for CDIS, Spec. Ed., and Elenv Ed.
majors. Child care m Perrysburg home. Call
(419)874-2848

Call 354-0408

Piaanello'a now has slutted breadstlcks.
Open Mon • Thura. 4pm
Lunch • Frl, Sal, Sun
352-51M

Activities Director Summer 1999
3 people needed at Yogi Bear's Jeftystone
Park in Mantua Only 10 mm from Sea World;
we ara a busy family camping facility. 40nr/wk
@ $6/hr. . end of season bonus No Irving facility. Send resume to:
Jelly stone Park
ArtniAndraa
3392SH.82
Mantua. OH 44255
Interviewing done at faoiiry

Experienced servers needed. Must be able to
work at least 3 afternoon shifts Pick up application at Easy Street Cafe between 2:00 and
4:00.

Child care provider needed. Age 4 4 7 Irom
3:i5-7pm, M-F. Starting in January Must have
car Call 354-2328.

Thursday s al KAMIKAZES
Daners from 7-g pm
Dollar pichers all night long

BG News!!!

4 Graduation Tickets Needed"!
WILL PAY MONEY
Please cal Sara 353-3332.

8 P Procare is Hirlngl We employ ASE certified technicians. Accepting applications, resumes tor technician management positions
B.P. Procare is an equal opportunity employer_

Pi Phi • New Member ■ Pi Phi
The New Member Pledge Class
would hke lo thank the brothers
ol Pi Kappa Phi tor an excellent
dinner
Pi Phi' New Member' Pi Phi

Oalli Sigma PI
LilMaganO..
Good Luck on the Big
day. Soon you wil know

2-4 sublease's tor spring tern. 2 bdrm. apt. w/
balcony. Close to campus. $550/month. Call
3S4-67S4.

Available after Jan. 1. One large bdrm apt 220
E. Court. Call 352-5746 and ask 'or Andrea

7 weeks worth the wait
this Saturday you will do great'

Pregnant' F.ee pregnancy tests.
Confidential A earing.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Canter.

2 suWeasers needed m newly remodeled
house. 2 baths, own room. Must see. Call Amy
or Jill at 353-7211 or 353-8424.

You've come this far
And definataly been above par
You're about to embark on your Last mission
Soon you'll know DSP was your best decision
Your big,
Mel an*
Unto Jen

Laam guitar. Jason Quick Freelance Musiaarvmstrucor with master's degree from
BGSU. For more into contact creative art*
program 372-8177.
_

Wednesdays al KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich Mrchels
from 10-2

Friday, December 4, 1998

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Management Inc.
Htlkdale Apts., Large studios, high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan, car ports 9 1/2-12
mo leases Stem si S330

Management Inc.
Heiaxtit* Apts., I bdrms. high vaulted ceilings.
unique floor plan 9 1'2-12 mo leases Clew St
( amput. Starts at $380

Management Inc.
Ml V Oolktr-Crrtnbravtr As*..! Mmi

hrto'rwww save orq

TownhouKi. 2 car garage

i

w

"ri garage opener*,

vaulted ceiling*, large loft, washer A dryer

Slam -I Sill

Cinemark Theatres

CINEMA 5 San

M

1234 N. Main SI. 354-0558

A Bug's Life (G)
(11:45 2:10)4:30 7:00 9:20
The Rugratt Movie (G)
(12:30 2:50)5:00 7:20 9:40 J

TheWalerboy(PG-13)
(12:20 2:40)5:10 7:30 10:00
Home-fries (PG-13)
(12:10 2:30) 5:20 7:40 9:50 J
Babe: Pig in the City (G)
(12:00 2:20)4:45 7:10 9:30
The Babe Bean Bag Plush
{

) Sal S Sun only

Movie Schedule Good for 12/4 12/10
www.cinemark.com

525 LV 587 EAST MERRV
0UER SLEEP? NO UJ0RRV CHMPUS IS RCROSS THE STREET

•Rcross from campus
•Large two bedroom
apartments
•Furnished
•Laundry facility in
building
•Entra storage
• Free water t> sewer
•9 B 12 month leases
auailable
uiiiiw.neiiilouerealty.com
•Off street parking
•$565 for 12 months
Rentals
or $665 for 9 months
332 S. MAIN (OUR 0NLV OFFICE)
352 - 562B

Management Inc.

£***/

NEWIPVE

Efficiencies A huge I bdrms 215 E. Pee.
Laundry on sue Lots of perking PIT start* at
$230. I bdrm slam at $340

9{gio Leasing
1 or 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1999
lor2 Bedroom summer only
limited available

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
;

Management Inc.
« M. Kounh Si W illow Houtt Apt I bdmu. gai
heat. A/C. Remndeled. Slanins at SI"

v

/CflfcCA
Management Inc.
Slop by our office at 1045 N Main St for
complete listing or call 351-5800
www.wcnet.org/-mvcca

